
 
 
 
 
 

 
Mission Statement 

 
To Improve the Quality of Life 

For Those Who Live and Work in The District 
 

 
 
21 December 2007 
 
Dear Councillor 
 
You are hereby invited to a meeting of the Social Board to be held in Committee 
Room 2, Civic Centre, Portholme Road, Selby on 8 January 2008 commencing 
at 5pm. 
 
The agenda is set out below. 
 
1.  Apologies for Absence and Notice of Substitution 

 
To receive apologies for absence and notification of substitution. 
 

2.  Disclosure of Interest 
 
To receive any disclosures of interest in matters to be considered at the 
meeting in accordance with the provisions of Section 117 of the Local 
Government Act 1972, and Sections 50, 52 and 81 of the Local 
Government Act 2000 and the Members’ Code of Conduct adopted by 
the Council. 
 

3.  Minutes 
 
To confirm as a correct record the minutes of the proceedings of the 
meetings of the Social Board held on 13 November 2007 (previously 
circulated) and 4 December 2007 (previously circulated). 
 

4.  Chair’s Address to the Social Board 
 

5.  Performance Indicator Report: April 07 – October 2007 and 
April 2007 to November 07. 
 
Report of the Head of Service – Policy and Performance (pages 4 to 16 
attached). 



6.  Money 4 u update. 
 
Report of the Head of Service – Policy and Performance (pages 17 to 19
attached). 
 

7.  Joint Strategic Intelligence Assessment 
 
Report of the Head of Service – Policy and Performance (pages 20 to 24 
attached). 
 

8.  General Fund Budget Estimates 2008/09 to 2010/11 
 
Report of the Head of Service – Finance and Central Services  (pages 25 
to 43 attached). 
 

9.  General Fund Revenue and Capital Bids 2008/09 to 2010/11 
 
Report of the Head of Service - Finance and Central Services (pages 44 
to 51 attached). 
 

10.  Housing Revenue Account Budget Estimates 2008/09 to 
2010/11 
 
Report of the Head of Service – Finance and Central Services  (pages 52 
to 65 attached). 
 

11.  Housing Revenue Account Revenue Bids 2008/09 to 2010/11 
 
Report of the Head of Service – Finance and Central Services  (pages 66 
to 69 attached). 
 

12.  Housing Rents and Miscellaneous Charges 2008/09 
 
Report of the Head of Service – Finance and Central Services (pages 70 
to 76 attached). 
 

13.  Supporting People Contract Requirements 2007/08 
 
Report of the Head of Service – Housing (pages 77 to 82 attached). 
 

14.  Decent Homes Update 
 
Report of the Head of Service – Housing (pages 83 to 99 attached). 
 

 



 
M Connor 
Chief Executive 
 

 
Disclosure of Interest – Guidance Notes: 

 
(a) Councillors are reminded of the need to consider whether they have any 

personal or prejudicial interests to declare on any item on this agenda, and, if 
so, of the need to explain the reason(s) why they have any personal or 
prejudicial interests when making a declaration. 

 
(b) The Democratic Services Officer or relevant Committee Administrator will be 

pleased to advise you on interest issues.  Ideally their views should be sought 
as soon as possible and preferably prior to the day of the meeting, so that 
time is available to explore adequately any issues that might arise. 

 
 

Dates of Future Meetings of the Social Board 
 

Date of Meeting Deadline Date Distribution Date 

26th February 2008 8th February 2008 18th February 2008 
22nd April 2008 4th April 2008 14th April 2008 
 

Membership of the Social Board 
11 Members 

 
Conservative Labour Independent 

I Chilvers Mrs M Davis Mrs M McCartney 
K Ellis Mrs W Nichols  
Mrs C Goodall   
Mrs G Ivey (Chair)   
D Mackay   
Mrs C Mackman (Vice 
Chair) 

  

Mrs E Metcalfe   
A Pound   
 
Enquiries relating to this agenda, please contact Carol Baker on: 
 
Tel:  01757 292207 
Fax: 01757 292020 
Email: cvbaker@selby.gov.uk

mailto:cavbaker@selby.gov.uk


 

 
 
 

Agenda Item No: 5 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Social Board 2007/2008 Performance Indicator Report: April 

2007 – October 2007 & April 2007 – November 2007 
  
To: Social Board 
  
Date: 8 January 2008 
  
Service Area: Policy and Performance 
  
Author: Melanie Hambrecht – Policy and Performance Assistant 
  
Presented by: Heather Watts,  Head of Service - Policy and Performance 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 To assist councillors in focussing on priority areas and managing the 

performance of the Council by updating the Social Board on the progress that 
is being made in 2007/2008 for the corporate and statutory Best Value 
Performance Indicators (BVPIs) for which they are responsible. 
 

  
2 Recommendation 
  
2.1 That future actions and priorities be established to recognise 

achievement and address the areas of weakness highlighted. 
  
  
3 Executive Summary 
  
3.1 
 
 
 
 
3.2 
 
 
 
 
 

The ‘star’ ratings for the statutory performance indicators are categorised by 
using the quartile ratings that are calculated from the performance statistics 
submitted by district councils.  They are used to compare performance both 
nationally and locally.  
 
Homelessness and Housing Management and Lettings - The thumbs 
up/down are based on the 2006/2007 all district council quartile ratings. 
 
Revenues and Community Safety - The thumbs up/down compares 
performance year-to- date in 2007 to year to date for 2006. 
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3.3 
 
 

Property Development - The thumbs up/down are based on the 2007/2008 
Target. 
 
Abbey and Tadcaster Leisure Centres - The thumbs up/down compares 
performance year-to-date in 2007 to year to date for 2006 and the projected 
targets for April 2007 – October 2007. 
 
Details of the background figures used to determine quartile ratings can be 
obtained from the Policy and Performance section. 
 

  
4 The Report 
  
4.1 
 
 
 
 
4.2 
 
 
4.3 
 
 
4.4 
 
 
 
4.5 
 
4.6 

This report has been produced using the statistical data that is collated from a 
broad range of service areas for statutory performance indicators throughout 
the year.  Background figures and full audit trails are available within service 
areas and from the Policy and Performance section. 
 
The quartile ratings are currently based on 2006/2007 year-end data for all 
district councils.  
 
The officers responsible for reporting the data have provided the commentary 
for this report. 
 
The report shows which BVPIs the Audit Commission has classed as a High 
Risk and/or a Comprehensive Performance Assessment Performance 
Indicator. 
 
Also accompanying this report is a list of acronyms. 
 
This report is split into two appendices. 
 
Appendix 1 covers the period of April 2007 – November 2007 for 
Homelessness, Housing Management and Lettings, Revenues and 
Community Safety. 
 
Appendix 2 covers the period of April 2007 – October 2007 for Property 
Development, Abbey Leisure Centre and Tadcaster Leisure Centre. 
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5 Financial Implications 
  
5.1 
 
 
 
5.2 
 
 
 
 
6 
 
6.1 

Subject to the actions determined by councillors to address weakness 
identified, there are no financial implications arising from the contents of this 
report. 
 
Any actions identified for improvements to performance would need to be 
properly assessed for financial implications and, if required, approval for any 
additional funding sought. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Future actions and priorities need to be established to recognise 
achievements and address the areas of weakness highlighted in this report. 

 
 
7 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
7.1 The ongoing management of performance and improvement data assists the 

Authority in achieving its strategic themes and priorities. 
  
  
8 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
8.1 The ongoing management of performance and improvement data assists the 

Authority in achieving its priorities. 
  

 
9 Impact on Corporate Policies 
  
9.1 Service Improvement 

The continual monitoring of service areas will address areas 
of weakness, if any, highlighted. 
 

Impact 

9.2 Equalities 
 

No Impact 

9.3 Community Safety and Crime 
 

No Impact 

9.4 Procurement 
 

No Impact 

9.5 Risk Management 
There is a significant risk given the impact that performance 
management has on the outcome of Council and service 
area inspections. 
 

Impact 

9.6 Sustainability 
 

No Impact 

9.7 Value for Money 
The on-going management of performance will facilitate 
improvement in services and hence value for money. 

Impact 
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10 Background Papers 
10.1 Acronyms for Social Board. 

 
Social Board 2007/2008 Performance Indicator Report: April 2007 – October 
2007 and April 2007 – November 2007. 
 
Please find below a key to the star ratings. 
 
 

KEY 
 

 
QUARTILE / TOLERANCE 

 
 
 

 
BEST 

 
 
 

 
SECOND 

 
 
 

 
THIRD 

 
 
 

 
WORST 
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ACRONYMS FOR SOCIAL BOARD
ACRONYM TITLE DESCRIPTION

BV Best Value Best value provides a framework for the planning, delivery 
and continuous improvement of local authority services.

BVPI Best Value Performance 
Indicators A national set of indicators compiled by central government.

CAA Comprehensive Area 
Assessment See 'CPA' as this will replace CPA in April 2009.

CLG Communities and Local 
Government

Government department sets UK policy on local 
government, housing, urban regeneration, planning, fire and 
rescue and community cohesion.

CPA Comprehensive 
Performance Assessment

The Audit Commission's assessment of council 
performance.

DCLG Department of Communities 
and Local Government Now 'Communities and Local Government'.

DDA Disability Discrimination Act
An Act which makes it unlawful to discriminate against 
disabled persons in connection with employment, the 
provision of goods, facilities and services.

DH Decent Homes Government standard for local authority housing.

HB Housing Benefits

Housing Benefit is a national Welfare Benefit to help pay 
rent if people are on a low income. It is sometimes called 
Rent Rebate if they live in a Council owned property or Rent 
Allowance if they live in a privately rented property.

HIP BPSA
Housing Investment 
Programme - Business Plan 
Statistical Analysis

Used to measure the level of planned works against 
responsive repairs raised.

HOA Housing Options Advisor

The aim of the post is to prevent homelessness and identify 
alternative housing options for clients approaching the local 
authority as being made homeless. Also to determine 
statutory responsibilities in relation to homelessness and to 
provide a comprehensive housing advice service.

NI National Indicators See 'BVPI' as this will replace BVPIs in April 2008.

PI Performance Indicators
A national set of indicators compiled by central government 
and/ or indicators complied by service managers to assist in 
the running of their section.

SAP Standard Assessment 
Procedure A method of calculating the energy efficiency for homes.
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SOCIAL BOARD PERFORMANCE UPDATE
APRIL 2007 - NOVEMBER 2007

HOMELESSNESS

Code Description 2006/2007 Year 
End 2007/2008 Target Reporting 

Period 2007/2008 Year to Date

2006/2007 
District 

Council Best 
Quartile 
Figure

Daventry B G 
Average 

(April 2006 - 
March 2007)

BV183b
CPA/ High 

Risk

The average length of stay in hostel accommodation of 
households that are unintentionally homeless and in priority 
need.

0.00 0.00 Monthly 0.00 0.00 20.05

BV213

Number of households who considered themselves as 
homeless, who approached the local housing authority’s 
housing advice service(s), and for whom housing advice 
casework intervention resolved their situation.

0 1 Monthly 1 4 2

BV183b - Selby are in the top quartile for this indicator and this is not expected to change for the remainder of the year. Selby do not place any clients in hostel accommodation as council owned temporary 
accommodation within the district is all self contained. In addition, no referrals have been made to hostel accommodation outside of the district.

BV213 - Performance for November relates to 12 cases being signed off as prevention cases under the BV213 definition from a total of 16 interviews carried out during the month. Year to date 36 cases have been 
signed off and the current target for the year is likely to be met. It is anticipated that performance will improve as cases undertaken 6 months ago can now be included in the statistics.

HOUSING MANAGEMENT AND LETTINGS

Code Description 2006/2007 Year 
End 2007/2008 Target Reporting 

Period 2007/2008 Year to Date

2006/2007 
District 

Council Best 
Quartile 
Figure

Daventry B G 
Average 

(April 2006 - 
March 2007)

BV212
CPA/ High 

Risk
Average time taken to re-let local authority housing. 35 days 22 days Monthly 27 days 25 days 35 days

BV212 - Performance at 27 days has again been maintained during November which experienced 21 tenancy terminations compared to 10 in October.  For reference in November 2006 average re-let time was 38 
days.  Housing Services have set a stretching target of 22 days by year end.
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SOCIAL BOARD PERFORMANCE UPDATE
APRIL 2007 - NOVEMBER 2007

REVENUES

Code Description 2006/2007 Year 
End 2007/2008 Target Reporting 

Period
2007/2008 Year to Date

(2006/2007 Year to Date)

2005/2006 
District 

Council Best 
Quartile 
Figure

Daventry B G 
Average 

(April 2006 - 
March 2007)

BV66a
CPA/ High 

Risk

Rent collected by the local authority as a proportion of rents 
owed on Housing Revenue Account (HRA) dwellings. 98.62% 99.35% Monthly 

Cumulative
96.68%

(96.59%)

2007/2008 Year to 
Date compared to 
2006/2007 Year to 

Date.

98.81% 98.68%

BV66b
The number of local authority tenants with more than seven 
weeks of (gross) rent arrears as a percentage of the total 
number of council tenants.

1.53% 1.58% Monthly 
Cumulative

2.67%
(1.76%) 3.43% 3.35%

BV66c Percentage of tenants in arrears who have had Notices 
Seeking Possession served. 39.09% 23.00% Monthly 

Cumulative
15.44%

(17.38%) 13.61% 22.94%

BV66d Percentage of local authority tenants evicted as a result of 
rent arrears. 0.38% 0.00% Monthly 

Cumulative
0.42%

(0.32%) 0.17% 0.27%

Rev 1 Rent arrears of current tenants as a percentage of the 
authority's rent roll. 1.55% 1.39% Monthly 

Cumulative
2.67%

(2.80%)

Rev 2 Percentage of council tenants owing more than 13 weeks or 
more rent (excluding amounts under £250). 0.70% 0.58% Monthly 

Cumulative
1.09%

(0.61%)

Performance figures are as follows 
      

    No 2007/8      No     2006/7       No  2005/6 
         £           £  £ 
 
Current Tenants   732  155,813     765  166,977  762 168,457 
 
Over 13 weeks     34    33,707       19    22,290        30   38,300   
 
Former Tenants   112    51,347     107    54,935    92   53,035   
 
There have been 12 evictions for rent arrears since April. 
 
Plans in place to improve performance include 
 

• Preparations for the Christmas arrears recovery campaign for the two non-rent weeks in December. 
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SOCIAL BOARD PERFORMANCE UPDATE
APRIL 2007 - NOVEMBER 2007

COMMUNITY SAFETY

Code Description 2006/2007 Year 
End 2007/2008 Target Reporting 

Period
2007/2008 Year to Date

(2006/2007 Year to Date)

2006/2007 
District 

Council Best 
Quartile 
Figure

Daventry B G 
Average 

(April 2006 - 
March 2007)

BV126 Domestic burglaries per year, per 1,000 households in the 
Local Authority area. 7.90 7.88 Monthly 5.70

(5.90)

2007/2008 Year to 
Date compared to 
2006/2007 Year to 

Date.

4.98 6.80

BV127a Violent crime per year,1,000 population in the Local 
Authority area. 14.00 13.9 Monthly 8.40

(9.20) 11.38 10.46

BV127b Robberies per year, per 1,000 population in the Local 
Authority area. 0.20 0.20 Monthly 0.10

(0.10) 0.20 0.29

BV128 The number of vehicle crimes per year, per 1,000 population 
in the Local Authority area. 8.40 6.89 Monthly 5.00

(5.80) 6.18 7.28

BV174
CPA

The number of racial incidents reported to the Local 
Authority, and subsequently recorded, per 100,000 
population.

1.30 0.00 Monthly 0.00
(1.30) 1.33

BV175
CPA

The percentage of racial incidents reported to the Local 
Authority that resulted in further action. 100.00% 100% (where 

applicable) Monthly 0.00%
(100.00%) 100.00% 87.50%

BV225
CPA

The purpose of this BVPI is to assess the overall provision 
and effectiveness of local authority services designed to 
help victims of domestic violence and prevent further 
domestic violence.

72.0% 72% services 
being delivered Monthly 72.0%

(82.0%) 64.2%

Overall crime in Selby district for November 2007 is still down 7%. This equates to 3100 crimes, with a current detection rate of 31% (960 crimes).  Domestic burglary has this month seen a reduction of 2% (181) 
against last year with 4 fewer than this time last year. Violent crime is down by 8%. This is 57 fewer violent offences than last year and a detection rate of 66%. Overall vehicle crime is down 14%. Theft from a vehicle 
which is still down 21% (209), however theft of a vehicle is now up 4% (143).  Compared with the rest of North Yorkshire Selby district's performance shows a 7% reduction compared with a North Yorkshire Police 
force average reduction of 9%. 
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SOCIAL BOARD PERFORMANCE UPDATE
APRIL 2007 - OCTOBER 2007

PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT

Code Description 2006/2007 Year 
End 2007/2008 Target Reporting 

Period 2007/2008 Year to Date

2005/2006 
District 

Council Best 
Quartile 
Figure

Daventry B G 
Average 

(April 2006 - 
March 2007)

HIP BPSA Percentage of planned to responsive repairs. 41%:59% 60%:40% Monthly 32%:68%
2007/2008 Year to 
Date compared to 
2007/2008 Target

The recent commencement of decent homes works will provide for an improvement in this performance. The performance indicator is based on expenditure, therefore when the costs are incurred (in November), 
performance will begin to improve.
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SOCIAL BOARD PERFORMANCE UPDATE
APRIL 2007 - OCTOBER 2007

ABBEY LEISURE CENTRE

Code Description 2006/2007 Year 
End 2007/2008 Target Reporting 

Period 2007/2008 Year to Date

ALC3 Number of Skatepark Users 24,454 Users N/A Monthly 
Cumulative

16,982 Users
(16,814 Users)

Compared to April 
2006 to October 

2006 year to date 
(figure in 
brackets).

ALC8 Number of visits with a concessionary card (Leisure Card) 7,118 Users 6,275 Users Monthly 
Cumulative

3,745 Users
(3,660 Users) Compared to April 

2007 to October 
2007 projected 
target (figure in 

brackets).ALC9 Total number of Leisure Centre Visits 392,966 Users 345,897 Users Monthly 
Cumulative

285,340 Users
(201,773 Users)

ALC3 - The year to date figures are 16,982 no projected figures have been given for this year. The figures are up by 20 in comparison to last year. This could be because of the 1/2 term holiday in the 
month which sees usage increase in the park.

ALC8 - Year to date figures are 2.31% or 85 visits up on projected usage. Leisure Card visits are down 145 visits on the same period last year. This is mainly because senior citizens are taking out 
memberships and also low income users have to look after children during the school holidays.

ALC9 - Year to date figures are 45.24% or 91,283 up on projected figures. The total number of visits to the centre is up by 11,022 compared with the same period last year. This could be due to a 
number of customers returning from other gyms within the area.
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SOCIAL BOARD PERFORMANCE UPDATE
APRIL 2007 - OCTOBER 2007

TADCASTER LEISURE CENTRE

Code Description 2006/2007 Year 
End 2007/2008 Target Reporting 

Period 2007/2008 Year to Date

2007/2008 
Projected Target 

Figure
April 2007 - 

October 2007

TLC8 Number of visits with a concessionary card (Leisure Card) 1,906 Users 1,011 Users Monthly 
Cumulative 748 Users 590 Users

TLC9 Total number of Leisure Centre Visits 49,429 Users 45,955 Users Monthly 
Cumulative 28,608 Users 26,807 Users

TLC8 - The figures are down by 4 on the month of October 2007 and down by -25 when compared to October 2006. However year to date figures are 26.83% up or 158 up on the projected usage.

TLC9 - Year to date figures are up 6.72% or 1801 up on the projected usage. The figures are up by 650 on the October 2007 and up by 588 on October 2006. October has seen the usual seasonal increase for this 
period and November is expected to continue to perform to a similar level.
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Agenda Item No:6 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Mon£y 4U Update 
  
To: Social Board 
  
Date: 8 January 2008  
  
Service Area: Policy & Performance 
  
Author: Neil Skinner – Corporate Policy & Performance 

Officer 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 • To update councillors on the progress of the Mon£y 4U youth fund. 
  
2 Recommendations 
  
2.1 That Councillors note the report 
  
2.2 That Councillors consider returning the remaining funding to reserves. 
  
3 Executive Summary 
  
3.1 The Council’s Mon£y 4U scheme was established immediately following the 

May 2003 elections.  £200,000 was allocated for youth activities.  Though 
early difficulties meant the scheme got off to a slow start, all the funding was 
finally allocated in April 2006. 
 
Following an earlier report to Social Board in May 2007, it was requested that 
this report be submitted showing the situation as regards allocated and 
drawn-down funding as at 31 December 2007. 
 
56 local youth projects were eventually allocated funding. 
 
In total, £192,155.59 has been allocated or spent.   
 
£7,844 is now unallocated.  It is recommended that this be returned to the 
Council’s reserves. 
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4 The Report 
  
4.1 The Council’s Mon£y 4U scheme was established immediately following the 

May 2003 elections.  £200,000 was allocated for youth activities.  The main 
principles behind the fund were that project ideas should come from the 
young people themselves and that decisions on which projects received 
funding should be made by a youth panel of young people. 

  
4.2 The scheme got off to a slow start, with very few applications coming 

forward, and it proving difficult to establish a youth panel to assess bids.  
Various changes were made to application-and-decision-making processes.  
By April 2006 all the funding had been allocated.  

  
4.3 In total 56 local youth projects were allocated funding.  Three of these 

subsequently withdrew their applications.  Two others were “deallocated” as 
they did not draw down the funding within the stipulated time period (they 
were pre-warned by letter that this was about to happen).  Another project 
decided it could not spend all of the funding allocated. 

  
4.4 £30,000 was used by North Yorkshire County Council for district-wide youth 

schemes. 
  
4.5 The fund has also been used to support the establishment of the Selby 

District Youth Council and to develop a Play Strategy. 
  
4.6 Following on from the May 2007 Social Board, all projects with funding 

outstanding were contacted and told that funds had to be drawn down by 31 
December 2007. 

  
4.7 In total £192,155.59 has now been allocated or spent.  This has brought in 

almost £226,000 of other funding into the district.   
  
4.8 There is now £7,844 of unallocated funding remaining.  This amount is 

considered too small to call for a new round of Mon£y 4U applications. 
  
4.9 Councillors are asked to consider returning this amount to reserves. 
  
5 Financial Implications 
  
5.1 None 
  
6 Conclusions 
  
6.1 The Mon£y 4U scheme has funded 56 local youth projects, supported district 

wide youth activity and helped to set up the Selby District Youth Council.  It 
has spent and allocated £192,155.59 and brought an additional £226,000 in 
to the district.  There is now only £7,844 of unallocated funding.  

  
6.2 It is recommended that this residual funding be returned to reserves. 
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7 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
7.1 Links to Strategic Themes: 

 
• Healthier communities 

  
8 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
8.1 Corporate Plan 2007-2010 Priorities:  

 
• Safer & Stronger Communities 
• Meeting the Needs of Children and Young People  
 

  
9 Impact on Corporate Policies 
 
9.1 Service Improvement 

 
Impact 

 As a result of the projects funded by Mon£y 4U the number of facilities for 
young people has increased throughout the District and there is improved 
access to facilities. 

9.2 Equalities 
 

No Impact 

9.3 Community Safety and Crime 
 

Impact 

 Some of the projects funded through Mon£y 4U should have a positive impact 
on crime reduction by providing diversionary activities. 

9.4 Procurement 
 

No Impact  
9.5 Risk Management 

 
No Impact  

9.6 Sustainability 
 

Impact  
 Local Agenda 21 – Mon£y 4U promotes sustainable communities. 

 
9.7 Value for Money No Impact  
  
10 Background Papers 
10.1 All background papers are held in the External Funding Unit 
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Agenda Item No:7 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Joint Strategic Intelligence Assessment 
  
To: Social Board 
  
Date: 8 January 2008 
  
Service Area: Policy and Performance 
  
Author: Drew Fussey, Safer and Stronger Communities 

Coordinator 
  
Presented by: Heather Watts, Head of Service – Policy and 

Performance 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 To inform councillors on the progress of the Joint Strategic Intelligence 

Assessment (JSIA). 
  
2 Recommendation(s) 
  
2.1 That councillors note the information provided. 
  
3 Executive Summary 
  
3.1 This is the first JSIA for Selby District introduced in August 2007 following the 

review of the Crime and Disorder Act (CDA).  It requires the statutory 
partners to share information to inform the development of a three-year 
rolling delivery plan.  The reason for the change is to ensure partnership 
activities are intelligence-led and are focused on the community safety 
issues impacting in an area.  The agreed priorities for the first JSIA are listed 
in 5.1 of the main report. 
 
Overall, the assessment reflects the community safety issues impacting 
across the district. However, the Council is already working to improve its 
capacity to share relevant and appropriate information along with its partners 
to improve the process, to ensure the most accurate picture of current and 
future community safety problems are identified and tackled, in the future, to 
improve the quality of life for all.  
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4 The Report 
  
4.1 Joint Strategic Intelligence Assessment (JSIA) 

 
4.2 A Joint Strategic Intelligence Assessment (JSIA) is a requirement of the 

revised Crime and Disorder Act 2007(CDA). The revised CDA places a duty 
on responsible authorities to share such data that can assist in the reduction 
of crime and disorder. 
 

4.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4 
 
 
 
 
4.5 

A JSIA is created by collating and then analysing statistical and qualitative 
data from a range of agencies including the Police, Primary Care Trust, Fire 
and Rescue Service, Probation, Youth Offending Team, and Local 
Authorities.  This information is then summarised to inform the strategic 
direction and priorities to reduce crime, anti-social behaviour, behaviour that 
adversely affects the environment and the impact of substance misuse.  The 
completed JSIA is an internal document for the partnership to inform the 
partnership plan; it is not a public document. 
 
The JSIA will be used to inform the production of the new three-year rolling 
action plan as stipulated under the CDA review.  This will replace the three- 
year strategy previously produced by the Selby District Community Safety 
Partnership. 
 
The introduction of a JSIA is intended to move Community Safety 
Partnerships (CSPs) to a more intelligence-led business planning approach. 
Carrying out strategic assessments at least annually, in accordance with 
statutory requirements, should improve the CSP understanding of problems 
and potential causes of crime and disorder in the district. Therefore as a CSP 
we will be able to respond more effectively to the community safety concerns 
in the district.  

  
5.0 Central Area JSIA 
 
5.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.2 

 
Selby district is part of the Police Central Area which includes York.  Using 
information from the all the agencies, the first JSIA has been produced for 
Central Area.  It was agreed at the multi-agency strategy meeting the 
following should be the strategic priorities for the next twelve months: 

• Local Prolific Offenders 
• Vehicle Crime 
• Cycle Crime - York only 
• Safer neighbourhoods 
• Drugs 
• Safer Roads 
• Terrorism and Domestic Extremism 

 
Each of these priorities will have an action plan developed that will form part 
of the annual and three-year delivery plan.  This report will now highlight why 
each of the above was selected as a priority. 
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5.3 Local Prolific Offenders 
• Offenders – many are young and commit low-level but high-volume 

crime, often for fun/financial gain. 
• Intelligence gap in relation to prolific offenders due to age and 

numbers active at any one time. 
• Need to encourage all partners to feed intelligence to bring about 

positive targeting. 
 

5.4 Vehicle Crime 
• There has been a reduction of 21% in Central Area but we are poorly 

ranked at 11 out of 15 when compared to other Police Basic 
Command Units. 

• Remains a key concern for central area with Selby suffering the 
majority of theft of motor vehicles. 

• Lack of specific intelligence. 
• Need to maintain focus on mini-zones for best results. 
• Theft of satellite navigation systems are still high. 
• Car number plate thefts have seen a 56% increase over the last three 

years. 
 

5.5 Safer Neighbourhoods 
• Environmental crime is a major community concern. 
• Fear of crime far outweighs the reality of becoming a victim of crime. 
• Operational activity needs to focus on mini-zones and problem 

families. 
• Anti-social behaviour is a major community concern. 
• Intelligence gap in identifiable individuals impacting on communities. 
• Need to improve collection of data from partners. 

 
5.6 Drugs 

• The increase in powder cocaine in licensed premises. 
• Proactive police activity does not address long-term issues. 
• Violent crime related to “drug-taking” is on the increase. 
• Intelligence gaps in relation to understanding the nature and scale of 

class A drug supply network. 
 

5.7 Safer Roads 
• The majority of fatalities are in Selby district. 
• Driver error on single carriageway roads is the largest contributory 

factor. 
• Limited capacity to analyse crash data. 
• Poor demographic data prevents effective problem solving. 
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5.8 Terrorism and Domestic Extremism 
The requirement to include this in the JSIA has come as a request from the 
Chief Constable who would like all involved in partnership working to be 
aware of and consider the potential risks terrorism and domestic extremism 
can pose to, and the devastating impact such acts can have on communities. 
   
 

6.0 Financial Implications 
 

6.1 There are no financial implications as a result of this report. 
  
7.0 Conclusion 
 This JSIA is the first in a new way of partnership working to reduce the impact 

of crime and disorder in Selby district.  The Council provided all available 
information for this assessment.  However, officers are working to improve 
both the statistical and qualitative data for future assessments.  
 
We will encourage all partners to contribute what they can to the JSIA 
process to ensure the information provided enables the analysts to produce a 
summary document that accurately informs the strategic direction and 
selection of priorities to improve community safety in the district. 

  
 

8.0 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
8.1 ‘Community Safety’ is one of the Council’s seven strategic themes. 
  
9.0 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
9.1 It links to the Council Priority ‘Safer and Stronger Communities’. 
  
10.0 Impact on Corporate Policies 
  
10.1 Service Improvement 

 
Impact 

 The JSIA formally brings together multi-agency data in such a way as to allow 
partners to coordinate activities to improve community safety through out the 
district.  
 

10.2 Equalities 
 

Impact  
 The JSIA considers equalities issues through analysis of hate crime reporting 

incidents and any incidences reported to the Council.  
 

10.3 Community Safety and Crime 
 

Impact 

 Enables the Council to demonstrate its commitment to complying with its 
duties under Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 as amended. 
 

10.4 Procurement No Impact  
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10.5 Risk Management 

 
 No Impact  

  
10.6 Sustainability 

 
 Impact  

 The JSIA will help develop more sustainable approaches to reducing crime 
and disorder, and assist in improving community safety by maintaining a 
focused effort through regular analysis of data as to the problematic areas of 
the district. 
 

10.7 Value for Money 
 

Impact  
 The JSIA should help deliver more effective solutions to address community 

safety issues by working in partnership, concentrating resources in the areas 
where the impact will be the greatest. 
 

10 Background Papers 
10.1 none 
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Agenda Item No:8 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: General Fund Budget Estimates 2008/09 – 2010/11 
  
To: Social Board 
  
Date: 08 January 2008 
  
Service Area: Housing Services (GF), Environment & Leisure 

Services, Policy & Performance and  
Finance & Central Services 

  
Author: Michelle Oates – Assistant Accountant 
  
Presented by: Karen Iveson, Head of Service – Finance & Central 

Services   
  
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 To present councillors with information on the budget estimates relating to 

Social Board Services for 2008/098 – 2010/11. 
  
  
2 Recommendations: 
  
 (i) that councillors consider the budget estimates for 2008/09 – 

2010/11; and 
 

(ii) that councillors recommend the acceptance of the report to 
the meeting of Council on 12 February 2008. 

 
  
3 Executive Summary 
  
3.1 
 
3.2 
 

This report covers the budget estimates relating to Social Board Services. 
  
The budget estimates for 2008/09 – 2010/11 are based on a present policy 
basis, and include known commitments.  An inflation provision of 3% has 
been allowed for on salaries to take account of April pay awards, and 1% on 
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superannuation costs as consequence of the actuarial valuation.  Owing to 
the pressures on the budget, no other inflation has been provided for unless 
a contract is currently in force which has an inflationary provision included in 
its terms.  In these cases, the relevant rate of inflation has been applied.  Not 
including inflation on all budget heads has resulted in savings in real terms of 
£12,350 for 2008/09.   

  
  
4 The Report 
  
 Background 
  
4.1 In line with the medium-term financial plan, and the requirements of the 

modernising agenda for local authorities to present three-year budgeting 
programmes, the service papers have been collated with budget projections 
from 2008/09 to 2010/11. 

  
4.2 The details of the budgets are presented at appendix 1 on the accompanying 

pages and show: 
 

• the present policy budget estimates for income and expenditure for 
2008/09 – 2010/11 

 
• the latest approved budget for 2007/08; and 
 
• the actual income or expenditure for 2006/07, for information only. 

  
4.3 The present policy budget estimates for 2008/09, 2009/10 and 2010/11 are 

£2,010,090, £2,076,840 and £2,118,450 respectively. 
  
4.4 On a quarterly basis, Social Board receives regular budget monitoring 

reports, and the latest approved budget for 2007/08 is £2,201,590. 
  
4.5 In order to comply with the Best Value Accounting Code of Practice 

produced by CIPFA, officers continually review to which services their costs 
are recharged via the central establishment charge (CEC) process.  Any 
changes to recharges identified by officers have been reflected in the 
attached report. 

  
 Budget Changes and Pressures 
  
4.6 
 

Changes to the Concessionary Fares scheme are expected to dramatically 
increase the net cost for Selby District Council to run the scheme by 
approximately £230,000 per annum from 2008/09.  Estimates on likely costs 
have been calculated by the lead authority within the partnership and are 
included in the budget estimates.  The government has awarded some grant 
to assist with the increasing costs and this is reflected in the budget 
estimates. 
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4.7 Owing to the financial difficulties that Abbey Leisure Centre has faced in the 
last few years, particularly with achieving expected income, steps have been 
taken to maximise income potential but this has had limited effect.  Therefore 
from 2008/09, budgets have been realigned with more realistic targets.   

  
4.8 The creation of the Customer Contact Centre, the centralisation of 

administration, and a restructure within Housing have resulted in changes to 
CEC allocations.   These allocations will be monitored carefully, and 
amended, if necessary. 

  
4.9 Budget officers have been reviewing budgets as part of the base budget 

review savings exercise, and savings to the value of £2,580 have been 
included in the budget from 2008/09 onwards. 

  
 Fees and Charges  
  
4.10 The current policy is that generally all fees and charges over which the 

Council has control are increased by at least 3% each year.  The exceptions 
are services for which there is an alternative policy or arrangement. 

  
4.11 An increase to fees and charges income has been included within the budget 

estimates for all income streams within Social Board services at the agreed 
policy level of 3%. 

  
 Budget Risk 
  
4.12 A key aspect of the Council’s approach to budgeting is a risk management 

assessment which is carried out throughout the budget process.    
  
4.13 In the case of expenditure there is little risk to most of the Council’s 

estimates and the budget can be fairly accurately predicted, for example, 
employee costs, and most running costs. 

  
4.14 The key risks that have been assessed as part of the budget process include 

the achievability of the budget savings identified, and the potential for income 
generation. 

  
4.15 Within Social Board there are budget areas which are particularly vulnerable, 

such as income at the Leisure Centres, and budgets such as Concessionary 
Fares, which is particularly susceptible to external factors like changes to the 
scheme and take-up. 

  
4.16 In these cases a cautious estimate has been allowed and the budget will be 

monitored closely during 2008/09.  Quarterly budget monitoring reports to 
Economy Board will highlight any potential areas of concern. Officers will 
monitor their budgets closely and take appropriate action where necessary. 
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4.17 Within the overall General Fund budget a contingency sum of £150,000 is 
included to provide resource for unforeseen expenditure.  This resource also 
ensures that repairs budgets can be kept at a reasonable level without the 
need to carry excess budget for eventualities which may or may not happen.  

  
  
5 Financial Implications 
  
5.1 As per the attached working papers. 
  
  
6 Conclusions 
  
6.1 The budgets under the control of Social Board form part of the overall 

general fund budget package, which will be reviewed as a whole by 
councillors prior to setting the Council Tax for 2008/09 in February 2008.   

  
6.2 Information for 2009/10 and 2010/11 is given for guidance to assist in the 

continual development of the Council’s plans and priorities. 
  
 
7 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
7.1 The budget process supports all of the Council’s strategic themes. 
  
  
8 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
8.1 The budget process supports all of the Council’s priorities. 
  
  
9 Impact on Corporate Policies 
  
9.1 Service Improvement 

 
Impact 

 Effective financial management helps to ensure that the council is aiming for 
continuous improvement as demanded by the principles of Best Value. 
 

9.2 Equalities 
 

No Impact  
9.3 Community Safety and Crime 

 
No Impact 

9.4 Procurement 
 
 
 
 
 

No Impact  
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9.5 Risk Management  
 

Impact  
 A key aspect of the Council’s approach to budgeting is a risk management 

assessment, which is carried out throughout the budget process.  This report 
helps to ensure the reduction of risks arising from spending outside of 
delegated powers and enabling an accurate, realistic and manageable 
budget. 
 

9.6 Sustainability 
 

No Impact  
9.7 Value for Money 

 
Impact  

 2008/09 will see the continuation of the Gershon Efficiency savings initiative.  
Budget holders within Social Board are working to contribute to the corporate 
requirement of the council.  During the budget exercise officers have been 
asked to make savings wherever possible, and this has mainly been achieved 
through the non-application of inflation on certain items. 

 
 
10 Background Papers 

  
10.1 Accountancy budget working papers.  
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APPENDIX 1SOCIAL BOARD - GENERAL FUND

SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURE

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    

1,029,302 Employees 1,124,120 1,060,290 1,098,040 1,122,980

526,597 Premises 539,580 489,270 496,530 503,850

1,708,964 Supplies & Services 1,817,940 2,189,110 2,227,170 2,266,380

488,490 Central Establishment Charges (CEC) 472,370 561,780 577,530 595,990

757,210 Capital Financing Costs 702,350 135,250 135,250 120,840

4,510,563 Gross Expenditure 4,656,360 4,435,700 4,534,520 4,610,040

-2,453,891 Income -2,454,770 -2,425,610 -2,457,680 -2,491,590

2,056,672 Net Expenditure 2,201,590 2,010,090 2,076,840 2,118,450

2006/2007 2007/2008
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APPENDIX 1SOCIAL BOARD - GENERAL FUND

OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURE

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL PAGE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN NUMBER APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    

-358,860 General Fund Housing SOC 3 -209,730 -124,910 -113,630 -101,920
- Housing Services

555,198 General Fund Housing SOC4 548,950 221,540 226,530 233,490
- Environmental Health & Leisure

513,053 Concessionary Fares SOC 5 571,550 802,420 827,630 852,830

226,290 Community Safety SOC 6 221,910 102,120 105,050 107,870

20,762 Miscellaneous SOC 7 11,510 0 0 0

98,625 Parks & Open Spaces SOC 8 98,480 65,850 67,880 69,990

22,233 Recreation Grounds - Non Sports SOC 9 24,510 14,020 14,320 14,590

14,948 Recreation Grounds - Sports SOC 10 9,780 9,670 9,740 9,810

2,485 Arts & Cultural Development SOC 11 3,020 0 0 0

181,735 Sports Development & Groundwork 156,950 106,340 107,950 110,070
Projects SOC 12

659,223 Abbey Leisure Centre SOC 13 622,980 670,370 684,790 677,780

120,980 Tadcaster Leisure Centre SOC 14 141,680 142,670 146,580 143,940

2,056,672 2,201,590 2,010,090 2,076,840 2,118,450

2006/2007 2007/2008
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

GENERAL FUND HOUSING

Budget Manager :-  Head of Housing

Expenditure

16,687 Employees (1) 27,110 0 0 0 (1)

1,803 Premises 1,850 1,250 1,290 1,330

727,446 Supplies & Services (2) 826,540 998,890 1,008,320 1,018,040
(2)

13,140 Central Establishment Charges (3) 11,400 61,830 63,640 65,590

5,657 Capital Financing Costs 6,520 9,200 9,200 9,200

764,733 Total Expenditure 873,420 1,071,170 1,082,450 1,094,160

Income

-565,025 Supporting People (2) -501,380 -597,460 -597,460 -597,460
-19,500 Homeless Persons (4) -40,000 -60,000 -60,000 -60,000 (3)
-2,348 Hsg. Adv. Revenue -5,050 -1,900 -1,900 -1,900

-536,720 PFI Scheme (Housing) -536,720 -536,720 -536,720 -536,720

-1,123,593 Total Income -1,083,150 -1,196,080 -1,196,080 -1,196,080

-358,860 Net Expenditure -209,730 -124,910 -113,630 -101,920 (4)

2006/2007 2007/2008

This page covers Supporting People, Homelessness, 
and PFI Scheme (Housing).

From 2006/07, £16,000 of the budget allocated from 
the Homeless persons grant income was carried 
forward to continue the funding of the Housing Options 
Advisor post, which ends in 2007/08.  

From 2006/07 outturn to  2008/09 budget, variances in 
Supporting People contributions to the HRA are due to 
fluctuations in grant income received as contributions 
must match the income.  There is also an additional 
£20,000 for Homeless Persons from 2008/09, this is to 
match the increase in grant income, see note 4.  The 
year on year budget increase is due to a 3% annual 
increase on the contribution to South Yorkshire Housing 
for the PFI scheme.

Following a restructure in Housing, a detailed analysis 
of Officer time was undertaken.  This showed that not 
enough time was currently being charged to Homeless 
persons.  Therefore, the recharges have been 
amended accordingly from 2008/09.

The increase in grant income is as a result of an 
increased allocation from DCLG.
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

GENERAL FUND HOUSING

Budget Manager :- Head of Environmental Health & Leisure

Expenditure

5,765 Supplies & Services 5,700 5,700 5,700 5,700 (1)

171,690 Central Establishment Charges (1) 173,250 215,840 220,830 227,790

536,129 Capital Financing Costs (2) 535,000 0 0 0

713,584 Total Expenditure 713,950 221,540 226,530 233,490
(2)

Income

-151,454 DFG - Govt. Contribution (2) -165,000 0 0 0

-690 Private Sect Houses (3) 0 0 0 0

-3,170 HMO Licensing (3) 0 0 0 0 (3)

-3,072 Improvement Grants (3) 0 0 0 0

-158,386 Total Income -165,000 0 0 0

555,198 Net Expenditure 548,950 221,540 226,530 233,490

This charge and DFG Government Contribution reflects 
the Housing Investment Programme and 'Selby Stay 
Put' capital contributions, which are part of the capital 
programme.  The programme for 2008/09 will be 
approved in February and these budgets will be 
amended accordingly.

No budget provision has been made on these lines as 
the income in 2006/07 was for one-off items, for 
example, where an improvement grant had been 
repaid.  HMO licenses only need to be renewed once 
every five years and will therefore be budgeted for in 
2011/12.

The increase in CEC charges reflects an increase in 
Officer time allocated to Private Sector Housing and 
Improvement Grants from Environmental Health as a 
result of restructuring within the department. Similarly, a 
restructure within Housing has led to an increased charge 
to Homeless persons.

This page covers Private Sector Housing and 
Housing Improvement Grants
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

CONCESSIONARY FARES 

Budget Manager :- Head of Finance & Central Services

Expenditure

502,093 Supplies & Services (1) 564,550 955,960 984,590 1,014,080 (1)

10,960 Central Establishment Charges (2) 7,000 20,460 21,040 21,750

513,053 Total Expenditure 571,550 976,420 1,005,630 1,035,830

Income (2)

0 Concessionary Fares - Grant (1) 0 -174,000 -178,000 -183,000

0 Total Income 0 -174,000 -178,000 -183,000

513,053 Net Expenditure 571,550 802,420 827,630 852,830

The increasing costs from 2006/07 onwards are as a 
result of changes to the Concessionary Fares scheme 
and inflation, added at 3%.  To assist with the rising 
cost of the scheme, a government grant will be issued 
from 2008/09 onwards.

As a result of changes to the scheme, the Central 
Administration team are spending more time on 
concessionary fares related work.  It is not yet known 
what the on-going impact will be on work load. 
Therefore, the time allocation will be monitored, and 
amended accordingly, if necessary.
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

COMMUNITY SAFETY

Budget Manager :- Head of Policy & Performance

Expenditure

77,376 Employees (1) 65,020 0 0 0 (1)

176,153 Supplies & Services (2) 161,120 5,190 5,190 5,190

85,810 Central Establishment Charges (3) 102,600 91,590 94,520 97,340

90,144 Capital Financing Costs (4) 29,460 5,340 5,340 5,340

429,483 Total Expenditure 358,200 102,120 105,050 107,870
(2)

Income

-63,074 Contributions (Inc) (1) -49,250 0 0 0 (3)

-140,119 Other Grants (1) -87,040 0 0 0

-203,193 Total Income -136,290 0 0 0

226,290 Net Expenditure 221,910 102,120 105,050 107,870 (4)

In 2007/08, the budget for Community Engagement 
moved to P&R committe. From 2008/09 no Community 
Safety funded posts have been budgeted for.  This is 
because we will not receive notification of how much 
funding we will receive from Community Safety partners 
and the Local Area Agreement until the beginning of the
new financial year.  Once funding is known bugets will 
be amended accordingly.

From 2008/09 no Community Safety funded projects 
have been budgeted for - see note (1) for explanation.

From 2008/09 there is no charge from the Customer 
Contact Centre as more accurate estimates have been 
calculated.  Also, the charge from Strategic Directors 
has reduced following a review of their time allocation.

The variances within Capital Financing costs reflect 
Community Safety projects which are accounted for in 
the capital programme.
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

MISCELLANEOUS 

Budget Manager :- Head of Policy & Performance

Expenditure

20,762 Supplies & Services (1) 11,510 0 0 0 (1)

20,762 Total Expenditure 11,510 0 0 0

Miscellaneous covers Community Fund -LSP and 
Tadcaster working group

The reduction between 2006/07 to 2007/08 is due to 
one-off NYCC funding for LSP, of which a balance of 
£3,660 was carried forward to 2007/08.  In 2007/08, 
there is also a carryforward from 2006/07 for 
Tadcaster Working group.  There are no budgets for 
2008/09 onwards as this is one-off work.
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

PARKS & OPEN SPACES 

Budget Manager :- Head of Environmental Health & Leisure

Expenditure

22,226 Employees (1) 15,440 16,050 16,590 17,140 (1)

77,049 Premises (2) 85,470 54,240 55,930 57,680

7,111 Supplies & Services 5,200 4,930 4,930 4,930 (2)

9,010 Central Establishment Charges 10,410 10,290 10,590 10,910
(3)

115,396 Total Expenditure 116,520 85,510 88,040 90,660

Income

-16,771 Fees & Charges (3) -18,040 -19,660 -20,160 -20,670

-16,771 Total Income -18,040 -19,660 -20,160 -20,670

98,625 Net Expenditure 98,480 65,850 67,880 69,990

In 2006/07 a trial was undertaken to open Selby Park 
all year, rather than 6 months.  It did not prove 
worthwhile to continue.

From 2008/09 the Grounds Maintenance contract has 
been renewed which has resulted in savings.

Selby park charges have been increase by 3% for 
2008/09 onwards in line with the policy on fees and 
charges.
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

RECREATION GROUNDS - NON SPORTS 

Budget Manager :- Head of Environmental Health & Leisure

Expenditure

31,679 Premises (1) 21,510 11,070 11,370 11,640 (1)

592 Supplies & Services 1,100 1,100 1,100 1,100

3,000 Capital Financing Costs 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

35,271 Total Expenditure 25,610 15,170 15,470 15,740

Income

-13,038 Maintenance Contribution (2) -1,100 -1,150 -1,150 -1,150 (2)

-13,038 Total Income -1,100 -1,150 -1,150 -1,150

22,233 Net Expenditure 24,510 14,020 14,320 14,590

In 2006/07 maintenance work to the value of £12,100 
was undertaken at Barlby amenity land.  It was funded 
by provisions set aside for maintenance of open 
spaces.  From 2008/09 the grounds maintenance 
contract has been renewed which has resulted in 
savings.

The variance in 2006/07 relates to the maintenance 
work undertaken at Barlby amenity land - mentioned in 
note (1).
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

RECREATION GROUNDS - SPORTS

Budget Manager :- Head of Environmental Health & Leisure

Expenditure

16,253 Premises (1) 11,090 11,020 11,150 11,280 (1)

110 Central Establishment Charges 130 30 30 30

2,008 Capital Financing Costs 2,060 2,180 2,180 2,180

18,371 Total Expenditure 13,280 13,230 13,360 13,490

Income

-1,923 Fees & Charges -2,000 -2,060 -2,120 -2,180
-1,500 Gov Grants Deferred -1,500 -1,500 -1,500 -1,500

-3,423 Total Income -3,500 -3,560 -3,620 -3,680

14,948 Net Expenditure 9,780 9,670 9,740 9,810

Premises costs have reduced against the 2006/07 
outturn due to variation work undertaken to the value of 
£1,700.  Variation works are un-expected items and are 
therefore usually funded by contingency or savings 
elsewhere.  There are also savings against utilities of 
£3,100.
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

ARTS & CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Budget Manager :- Head of Policy & Performance

Expenditure

2,485 Supplies & Services (1) 3,020 0 0 0 (1)

2,485 Total Expenditure 3,020 0 0 0

This is the balance of YCYF funding allocated to Arts & 
Cultural Development projects in 2004/05.  Local 
community groups etc were invited to bid for funding.  
The remaining balance has been carried forward each 
year and once the funding runs out so will the 
contributions to local projects.
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

SPORTS DEVELOPMENT & GROUNDWORK PROJECTS

Budget Manager :- Head of Environmental Health & Leisure

Expenditure

139,118 Employees (1) 139,680 138,160 139,480 140,820 (1)

0 Premises (1) 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000

102,544 Supplies & Services (2) 74,090 44,990 44,990 44,990

47,280 Central Establishment Charges (3) 47,790 30,900 31,500 32,600

8,895 Capital Financing Costs 7,300 9,700 9,700 9,700 (2)

297,837 Total Expenditure 273,860 228,750 230,670 233,110 (3)

Income
(4)

-116,102 Other Income -116,910 -122,410 -122,720 -123,040

-116,102 Total Income -116,910 -122,410 -122,720 -123,040

181,735 Net Expenditure 156,950 106,340 107,950 110,070

In 2006/07, the repairs and maintenance budget for 
Selby Skatepark was not spent.

This budget reflects the phasing out of the Sherburn 
working group.

From 2008/09 there is no charge to Leisure for Youth 
from Strategic Directors due to a reallocation of officer 
time, in 2007/08 the charge was £22,970.  Strategic 
directors are now charging more time to the Leisure 
Services Trading unit, which has increased Leisure 
Services charge to Sports Development by £5,000.  
The net effect is a £17,970 saving to Sports 
Development.

As the Groundwork staff are not funded within our 
establishment, and we don't have confirmation from 
Groundwork the details of posts that will in be in place 
from 2008/09, the budget has been set at the current 
level for future years.  These posts are fully funded by 
Groundwork and therefore, income will match 
whatever the salary costs turn out to be.
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

ABBEY LEISURE CENTRE

Budget Manager :- Head of Environmental Health & Leisure

Expenditure

620,154 Employees (1) 702,140 726,060 755,510 778,560 (1)

362,763 Premises (2) 371,790 360,600 365,000 369,430

145,102 Supplies & Services (3) 145,240 152,730 152,730 152,730 (2)

114,690 Central Establishment Charges (4) 87,740 94,030 97,270 100,540 (3)

99,874 Capital Financing Costs (5) 109,770 94,760 94,760 80,350

1,342,583 Total Expenditure 1,416,680 1,428,180 1,465,270 1,481,610
(4)

Income

-109,939 Catering Income (6) -114,500 -121,540 -125,190 -128,940
-324,829 Coaching Income (6) -412,500 -386,250 -397,840 -409,780 (5)
-236,138 General Usage Income (6) -248,700 -233,540 -240,480 -247,630
-12,454 Other Income (6) -18,000 -16,480 -16,970 -17,480

(6)
-683,360 Total Income -793,700 -757,810 -780,480 -803,830

659,223 Net Expenditure 622,980 670,370 684,790 677,780

The variance between 2006/07 outturn and 2007/08 
latest approved is from vacant posts not being filled to 
allow savings to subsidise the shortfall in income.  This 
is reflected within income.

The variance between 2006/07 outturn to 2007/08 
latest approved is due to the allocation of year end 
balances for HR and E-Government costs of  £26,630.  

In 2010/11 depreciation ceases on some items of 
equipment and CCTV.

In 2006/07, the income budgets were subsidised by not 
filling vacant posts at the leisure centre, see note (1).  
The current projected outturn for 2007/08 is                    
£-679,000, again forecasting a shortfall.  Therefore, 
from 2008/09 the income budgets have been realigned 
and set with more realistic targets, taking into account 
the anticipated additional income from extra coaching 
sessions and a 3% increase on fees & charges.

The premises costs reduce in 2008/09 due to a 
significant reduction in insurance costs.
The increase from 2008/09 is due to the Café supplies 
budget increasing.  This was calculated part of the 
overall commitment for the leisure centre, as 
historically this budget has been too low.
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APPENDIX 1
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - GENERAL FUND

2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    Comments

2006/2007 2007/2008

TADCASTER LEISURE CENTRE

Budget Manager :- Head of Environmental Health & Leisure

Expenditure

153,741 Employees (1) 174,730 180,020 186,460 186,460 (1)

37,050 Premises (2) 42,870 46,090 46,790 47,490

18,911 Supplies & Services 19,870 19,620 19,620 19,620 (2)

35,800 Central Establishment Charges 32,050 36,810 38,110 39,440

11,503 Capital Financing Costs 9,240 11,070 11,070 11,070

257,005 Total Expenditure 278,760 293,610 302,050 304,080 (3)

Income

-4,117 Catering Income -3,500 -3,610 -3,720 -3,830
-43,572 Coaching Income -44,600 -45,940 -47,320 -48,740
-88,336 General Usage Income (3) -88,980 -101,390 -104,430 -107,570

-136,025 Total Income -137,080 -150,940 -155,470 -160,140

120,980 Net Expenditure 141,680 142,670 146,580 143,940

In 2006/07 a post was incorrectly being costed to Abbey
Leisure Centre, this was corrected from 2007/08 
onwards.

In 2006/07 there was a rate refund of £13,429 and the 
repairs and maintenance budget was overspent by 
£6,710 due to essential maintenance work being 
carried out.  The increase from 2008/09 is due to the 
increasing cost of insurance, rates and gas.

Although the 2008/09 General Usage Income budget 
looks high against the 2007/08 budget, the current 
projected outturn is £102,200.  This is expected to be 
achieved through extra income owing to the temporary 
closure of another leisure facility in Tadcaster.  It is 
expected that the majority of new members will be 
retained. From 2008/09 onwards, 3% inflation has been 
applied to Fees & Charges income.
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Agenda Item No:9 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: General Fund Revenue and Capital Bids 2008/09 – 

2010/11 
  
To: Social Board  
  
Date: 08 January 2008 
  
Service Area: Finance and Central Services, Environment and 

Leisure Services  
  
Author: Kevin Ross – Principal Accountant 
  
Presented by: Karen Iveson – Head of Service – Finance & 

Central Services 
  
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 To enable councillors to consider the revenue and capital bids for 2008/09 – 

2010/11. 
  
  
2 Recommendations: 
  
2.1 That councillors indicate which bids they support and recommend to 

the meeting of Council on 12 February 2008. 
  
  
3 Executive Summary 
  
3.1 
 
 

This report covers the bids submitted by budget officers for additional 
revenue and capital funds in the 2008/09 – 2010/11 financial years.  The cost 
of these requests is £138,580 in 2008/09, £63,120 in 2009/10 and £64,200 in 
2009/10.  In the light of the forecast overall budget deficit councillors are 
asked to indicate which bids they support. 
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4 The Report 
  
4.1 As part of the budget process, officers are given the opportunity to identify 

bids for funding over and above their normal year-on-year base budget.  The 
bids have arisen as a result of corporate council initiatives, consultation, 
changes in government legislation and section improvement plans. 

  
4.2 A list of proposed revenue and capital bids for the Board is attached as 

Appendix 1 and 2.  To aid councillors in their consideration, wherever 
possible, the bids have been categorised by officers.  The categories are: - 
 
Category A – Statutory. 
Category B – Essential to maintain the existing level of service. 
Category C – Vulnerable Services. 
Category D – State of the Area Address Initiative. 
Category E – Section improvement plan initiative. 
Category F – New Service. 

  
4.3 To further assist councillors, following discussions at Operational 

Management Team on 5 November 2007, bids have been placed in high, 
medium and low priority order. 

  
4.4 In the light of the forecast overall budget deficit, councillors are asked to 

consider all the bids shown in the appendices, and indicate which bids they 
support and recommend to Council for consideration as part of the overall 
General Fund budget package. 

  
5 Financial Implications 
  
5.1 The financial implications of accepting all the bids are summarised in the 

table below. 
  
 2008/09 2009/10 20010/11

£ £ £
Revenue 61,580 63,120 64,200
Capital 77,000 0 0
Total 138,580 63,120 64,200  

  
  
6 Conclusions 
  
6.1 Affordability of bids is subject to the affordability of the overall budget 

package. 
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7 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
7.1 The budget process works with all Strategic Themes. 
  
8 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
8.1 The budget process works with all Council Priorities. 
  
  
9 Impact on Corporate Policies 
  
9.1 Service Improvement 

 
Impact 

 Effective financial management helps to ensure that the Council is aiming for 
continuous improvement as demanded by the principles of Best Value. 
 

9.2 Equalities 
 

No Impact  
9.3 Community Safety and Crime 

 
No Impact 

9.4 Procurement 
 

No Impact  
9.5 Risk Management 

 
Impact  

 This report helps to ensure the reduction of risks arising from spending 
outside of delegated powers and enabling an accurate, realistic and 
manageable budget. All bids carry a risk assessment. 
 

9.6 Sustainability 
 

No Impact  
9.7 Value for Money 

 
Impact  

 The approval of revenue and capital bids assists in the process of enabling 
the Council to deliver its services effectively and efficiently. 
 

 
10 Background Papers 

  
10.1 Accountancy budget working papers.  
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APPENDIX  1

SOCIAL BOARD - HIGH PRIORITY REVENUE BIDS

Head of 
Service Description  2008/9  2009/10  2010/11  Risk  Category PURPOSE / JUSTIFICATION

 One-
off/Perm/Fi

xed 
£ £ £

PP Continuation Of Safer Communities Officer 
Post 27,330 28,370 29,450

Without support of a Safer Communities 
Officer - capacity to deliver tangible 
community safety initiatives - significantly 
reduced. Probable Joint Action Group will 
cease to operate successfully. 

A

To provide support to strengthen and build 
capacity of residents to tackle crime, disorder 
and fear of crime with partner agencies in the 
district.

F

EHL

Bid to cover the loss of income from not 
replacing the Indoor Marquee at Abbey 
Leisure Centre. (See also Soc GF Cap Bid 
No.41) 

3,000 3,000 3,000
If funding is not provided - function facilities 
for up to 480 people will not be available for 
Selby residents. 

B

Indoor marquee is 15 years old & coming to 
the end of its useable life. Rips & tears have 
meant marquee is taped together in places.  
Income is generated by hiring the marquee 
for large events.  In addition a loss of several 
hundreds of pounds of overall income per 
event for the leisure centre will be foregone if 
the marquee is not available.

P

EHL

To provide funding contribution to a multi-
agency project to set up a Sport & Physical 
Activity Inclusion Officer post. This will 
develop opportunities for people of all ages 
within the district who have physical 
disabilities, learning disabilities, mental 
health problems or other long term health 
problems to participate in sport & physical 
activity. 

12,000 12,000 12,000

Sport & physical activity participation - 
currently limited for people with disabilities in 
the district. Provision needs to be put into 
place to ensure inclusion for all, particularly 
those groups benefiting least from SDC 
leisure services such as disabled children & 
adults.

C

SDC & NYCC - committed to working in 
partnership to improve leisure facilities for 
people with disabilities & health problems in 
the district. Active Selby highlighted provision 
of sport, physical activity & health initiatives 
for people with disabilities, both adults & 
young people to be a significant area for 
improvement across the Selby district. 
Working group developing this project - 
carried out a survey to research the need for 
additional work in this area - highlighted 
many issues such as transport, cost, types of 
activities available.

F

Total 42,330 43,370 44,450

Head of Service: 
PP - Policy and Performance
EHL - Environmental Health and Leisure
HSG - Housing                                                    47



APPENDIX  1

SOCIAL BOARD - MEDIUM PRIORITY REVENUE BIDS

Head of 
Service Description  2008/9  2009/10  2010/11  Risk  Category PURPOSE / JUSTIFICATION

 One-
off/Perm/Fi

xed 
£ £ £

HSG

To match fund a 'Rural Housing Enabler' as 
part of a North Yorkshire Sub Regional 
Housing Bid to provide RHE across the 
county.

10,000       10,000       10,000       

 No evidence to support the allocation of 
rural sites. Unable to identify sites as 
outlined in the core strategy. Costs incurred 
to commission 'rural needs surveys' @ 
£1,000 per survey (approx). 5-10 surveys 
estimated for 2008-09.  

The bid will allow the development of 
relationships with parish councils and the 
wider community to identify land supported 
by need survey results to develop exception 
sites in rural areas. The bid will allow Selby 
DC to have access to 0.5 FTE Rural Housing 
Enabler for a 25% contribution and providing 
other Local Authorities do the same; the 
establishment of a countywide team.   

F

Total 10,000 10,000 10,000

Head of Service: 
PP - Policy and Performance
EHL - Environmental Health and Leisure
HSG - Housing                                                    48



APPENDIX  1

SOCIAL BOARD - LOW PRIORITY REVENUE BIDS

Head of 
Service Description  2008/9  2009/10  2010/11  Risk  Category PURPOSE / JUSTIFICATION

 One-
off/Perm/Fi

xed 
£ £ £

EHL Funding for Summer Band Concerts at Selby 
Park 4,250 4,250 4,250

Weather has an impact on number of 
performances. Bid based on performances 
each weekend from June until the end of 
Sept with an average of £250 per 
performance. Some concerts may be 
cancelled due to bad weather.

B

2007 - funding not originally made available 
for band performances. Led to huge amount 
of complaints & negative press. Band 
performances - extremely popular. Money 
eventually made available in Summer 2007 
at request of Council Leader but this was 
close to the start of the season thereby 
causing problems with planning & 
advertising.

F

EHL
To provide air conditioning in the offices of 
Abbey Leisure Centre. (See also Soc GF 
Cap Bid No.40)

0 500 500
If the summers continue to rise in 
temperature as expected, then the health of 
the staff will begin to suffer.

A

Office temperatures regularly reach 30 
degrees in the summer months - due to all 
offices being situated in internal rooms with 
no windows for outside air to be brought in. 
Staff cannot adjust poolside temperatures as 
this would be to the detriment to the pool 
water quality. Air conditioning is urgently 
needed for the welfare of employees who are 
expected to work in this unsatisfactory 
environment.

P

EHL Selby Canal Festival - Funding required in 
order for the event to continue 5,000 5,000 5,000

After the hard work of many volunteers who 
made the event a success - disappointing 
not to continue the event. Without funding it 
would be unlikely that the event could go 
ahead in the future.

F

A budget for the event will cover costs for 
staff hours, promotion & advertising, 
entertainment & equipment. Previously this 
event was organised with no budget in place 
resulting in costs to SDC Leisure Services 
which could not be sustained each year.

P

Total 9,250 9,750 9,750

Total of all revenue Social Board bids 61,580 63,120 64,200

Head of Service: 
PP - Policy and Performance
EHL - Environmental Health and Leisure
HSG - Housing                                                    49



APPENDIX 2

SOCIAL BOARD - HIGH PRIORITY CAPITAL BIDS

Head of 
Service Description  2008/9  2009/10  2010/11  Risk  Category PURPOSE / JUSTIFICATION

 One-
off/Perm/Fi

xed 
£ £ £

FC

Implementation of new Concessionary 
Travel Scheme - SDC may need to purchase 
a new travel pass machine. Decision not 
available from NYCFP until December.

11,000 Unable to produce cards with current SDC 
machines A To ensure delivery of the new national 

concessionary travel scheme. O

EHL New poolside surround (tiling) & funds to get 
through closure whilst the work is done 32,000 0 0

There is a risk that the damaged areas of 
tiles cannot be "patched repaired" as quickly 
as they arise leading to potential injuries to 
customers. 

B

Pool tiles have fallen into a state of disrepair 
and there is the risk of injury to customers. 
Staff are carrying out patch repairs but new 
tiles will lift this area and bring the swimming 
pool area up to date with competitors.

O

Total 43,000 0 0

Head of Service
FC - Finance and Central Services
EHL - Environmental Health and Leisure                                                  50



APPENDIX 2

SOCIAL BOARD - LOW PRIORITY CAPITAL BIDS

Head of 
Service Description  2008/9  2009/10  2010/11  Risk  Category PURPOSE / JUSTIFICATION

 One-
off/Perm/Fi

xed 
£ £ £

EHL
To provide air conditioning in the offices of 
Abbey Leisure Centre. (See also Soc GF 
Rev Bid No.40)

15,000 0 0
If the summers continue to rise in 
temperature as expected, then the health of 
the staff will begin to suffer.

A

Office temperatures regularly reach 30 
degrees in the summer months - due to all 
offices being situated in internal rooms with 
no windows for outside air to be brought in. 
Staff cannot adjust poolside temperatures as
this would be to the detriment to the pool 
water quality. Air conditioning is urgently 
needed for the welfare of employees who 
are expected to work in this unsatisfactory 
environment.

 O

EHL
New flooring for Tadcaster Leisure Centre 
fitness gym. To remove existing carpet & 
replace with laminated flooring. 

4,000 0 0

If funding not provided TLC fitness gym 
could lose its competitive advantage as the 
foremost fitness facility in the Tadcaster area 
thus losing customers & income.

B

TLC fitness gym has increased its DD 
membership by 20% this year and in order to
maintain this performance level against a 
backdrop of increasing competition it is 
essential that the fitness gym is consistently 
updated.

 

O

EHL
To replace the Indoor Marquee at Abbey 
Leisure Centre (See also Soc GF Rev Bid 
No.41) 

15,000 0 0
If funding is not provided - function facilities 
for up to 480 people will not be available for 
Selby residents. 

B

Indoor marquee is 15 years old & coming to 
the end of its useable life. Rips & tears have 
meant marquee is taped together in places. 
A small income is generated by hiring the 
marquee for large events but a loss of 
several hundreds of pounds per event will 
happen if marquee is unavailable. Total 
amount lost each year estimated to be 
approx £3,000.

O

Total 34,000 0 0

Total of all capital Social Board bids 77,000

Head of Service
FC - Finance and Central Services
EHL - Environmental Health and Leisure                                                  51



 

 
 
 

Agenda Item No: 10 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Housing Revenue Account Budget Estimates 

2008/09 – 2010/11 
  
To: Social Board 
  
Date: 8 January 2008 
  
Service Area: Housing Services  
  
Author: Kevin Ross – Principal Accountant 
  
Presented by: Karen Iveson - Head of Service – Finance & Central 

Services 
  
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 To present councillors with information on the budget estimates relating to 

Social Board Housing Revenue Account (HRA) services for 2008/09 – 
2010/11 

  
  
2 Recommendations: 
  
 (i) that councillors consider the budget estimates for 2008/09 – 

2010/11; and 
 

(ii) that councillors recommend the acceptance of the report to 
the meeting of Council on 12 February 2008. 

 
  
3 Executive Summary 
  
3.1 
 

This report covers the budget estimates relating to Social Board HRA 
services. 
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3.2 The budget estimates for 2008/09 – 2010/11 are based on a present policy 
basis, and include known commitments.  An inflation provision of 3% has 
been allowed for on salaries to take account of April pay awards, and 1% for 
increases in superannuation costs, as a consequence of the actuarial 
valuation.  Owing to the pressures on the budget, no other inflation has been 
provided for unless a contract is currently in force that has an inflationary 
provision included in its terms.  In these cases the relevant rate of inflation 
has been applied.  Not including inflation on all budget heads has resulted in 
savings in real terms of £45,530 for 2008/09.  This saving does not take into 
account any price increase to fees and charges as this is subject to a 
separate report. 

  
4 The Report 
  
 Background 
  
4.1 In line with the financial plan, and the requirements of the modernising 

agenda for local authorities to present three-year budgeting programmes, the 
service papers have been collated with budget projections from 2008/09 to 
2010/11. 

  
4.2 The summary of the HRA Operating Account is shown at Appendix 1, and 

the details of the budgets are presented at Appendix 2, and show: 
 

• the present policy budget estimates for income and expenditure for 
2008/09 – 2010/11 

 
• the latest approved budget for 2007/08; and 
 
• actual income or expenditure for 2006/07 for information only. 

  
4.3 The present policy budget estimates for 2008/09, 2009/10 and 2010/11 are 

£6,403,985, £6,538,115 and £6,705,645 respectively. 
  
4.4 Social Board receives regular budget monitoring reports on a quarterly basis, 

and the approved budget for 2007/08 is £6,112,355.  
  
4.5 The latest approved budget for 2007/08, as shown by the summary HRA 

Operating Account, is that a £20,583 deficit is expected, giving an overall 
estimated balance at 31 March 2008 of £1,887,554.  

  
4.6 Based on the agreed formula for the level of HRA balances, £785,750 is 

required for 2008/09. This gives an estimated £1,301,855 to support bids and 
the capital programme. 

  
4.7 As part of the budget for 2007/08 councillors approved a three year 

additional contribution to the capital programme for cyclical repairs of 
£250,000 in 2007/08, £200,000 in 2008/09 and £175,000 in 2009/10 and this 
has been included in Appendix 1. 
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4.8 
 

The projected deficit (excluding new bids) for 2008/09 is £59,657 (to be 
funded from HRA balances) including estimated rent increases and the 
proposed miscellaneous charge increases. Councillors will consider a 
separate report on today’s agenda in respect of rent and miscellaneous 
charges. 

  
4.9 In order to comply with the Best Value Accounting Code of Practice 

produced by CIPFA, officers continually review to which services their costs 
are recharged through the central establishment charge (CEC) process.  Any 
changes to recharges identified by officers have been reflected in the 
attached report. 

  
 Budget Changes and Pressures 
  
4.10 The creation of the Customer Contact Centre (CCC) and the centralisation of 

administration have resulted in changes to CEC allocations. These 
allocations will be monitored once the Centre is fully operational as more 
accurate data becomes available, allocations will be amended accordingly.  

  
4.11 Property Services is going through a major restructure in order to deliver a 

more effective and efficient service in order to meet the Decent Homes 
Standard. This has seen the withdrawal of loss-making services, the Skip 
and Septic Tank service and repairs support to Housing Associations. 

  
4.12 Housing Subsidy estimates are based on data supplied in the Department of 

Communities & Local Government’s (DCLG) draft determination. There is a 
possibility of the data changing as this determination is under consultation. 
The final version will be available on or after 14 January 2008. The impact of 
any significant variances will be notified to councillors once they are known. 

  
4.13 Dwelling rent estimates follow rent restructuring procedures laid out in the 

draft determination. Housing rents are subject to a separate report on the 
agenda. Again, as outlined in 4.12 above, the calculation may be subject to 
change, considering the potential impact on rent increases. For the purpose 
of this report, a cautious estimate has been made, the proposed method 
from DCLG has not been incorporated in to this budget report. 

  
 Fees and Charges 
  
4.14 The current policy is that, generally, all fees and charges over which the 

Council has control are increased by at least 3% each year. The exceptions 
are services for which there is an alternative policy or arrangement which are 
subject to a separate report on this agenda. 

  
 Budget Risk 
  
4.15 A key aspect of the Council’s approach to budgeting is a risk management 

assessment which is carried out throughout the budget process.  
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4.16 In the case of expenditure there is low risk to most of the Council’s estimates 
and the budget can be fairly accurately predicted for example employee 
costs and most running costs. However, the key risks that have been 
assessed as part of the budget process include the achievability of budget 
savings and the potential for income generation. Regular budget monitoring 
to Social Board, highlight any potential areas of concern. Officers monitor 
their budgets closely and take appropriate action where necessary. HRA 
balances are available to underwrite any income / expenditure risks. 

  
4.17 Budget areas which are potentially volatile are housing rents and subsidy. 

Both are subject to external factors such as the DCLG determination which is 
currently in draft format and under consultation. This, potentially, may 
change when the final version is published. Housing rents are also impacted 
upon by the number of right-to-buy sales during the year and the number of 
voids. 

  
4.18 In these cases, a cautious estimate has been allowed and the budget will be 

monitored closely during 2008/09. 
  
5 Financial Implications 
  
5.1 As per the attached working papers. 
  
6 Conclusions 
  
6.1 The budgets under the control of Social Board (Housing Revenue Account) 

are ring-fenced to protect the rent payer and are not influenced by decisions 
affecting the General Fund and Council Tax.  The basis of the budget is 
formed from rents paid by tenants occupying council dwellings. Section 76 of 
the Local Government and Housing Act 1989 requires that the budget set by 
the Council for the Housing Revenue Account is not in deficit. 

  
6.2 Information for 2009/10 and 2010/11 is given for guidance to assist in the 

development of the Councils plans and priorities. 
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7 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
7.1 The budget process supports all of the Council’s strategic themes. 
  
8 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
8.1 The budget process supports all of the Council’s Priorities. 
  
9 Impact on Corporate Policies 
  
 
9.1 Service Improvement 

 
Impact 

 Effective financial management helps to ensure that the council is aiming for 
continuous improvement as demanded by the principles of Best Value. 
 

9.2 Equalities 
 

No Impact  
9.3 Community Safety and Crime 

 
No Impact 

9.4 Procurement 
 

No Impact  
9.5 Risk Management 

 
Impact  

 A key aspect of the council’s approach to budgeting is a risk management 
assessment, which is carried out throughout the budget process.  This report 
helps to ensure the reduction of risks arising from spending outside of 
delegated powers and enabling an accurate, realistic and manageable 
budget. 
 

9.6 Sustainability 
 

No Impact  
9.7 Value for Money 

 
Impact  

 2008/09 will see the continuation of the Gershon Efficiency Savings initiative. 
Budget holders within Social Board (Housing Revenue Account) are working 
to contribute to the corporate requirement of the Council.  During the budget 
exercise officers have been asked to make savings wherever possible, and 
this has mainly been achieved through the non-application of inflation on 
certain items. 

 
10 Background Papers 

  
10.1 Accountancy budget working papers.  
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Appendix 1
SOCIAL BOARD

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

ACTUAL 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
OUTTURN LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET
2006/2007 APPROVED

£ £ £ £ £

NET SERVICE COSTS

176,611 Warden Schemes 302,010 359,580 379,390 397,980
1,608,766 Housing Repairs 2,346,497 2,186,065 2,221,445 2,286,815

0 Sale of Council Houses - Admin 0 0 0 0
3,213,666 Housing General Management 3,285,828 3,627,020 3,695,880 3,769,910

33,532 Hostels 14,560 25,370 28,300 31,320
160,525 Special Management 163,460 205,950 213,100 219,620

5,193,100 Total Service Costs 6,112,355 6,403,985 6,538,115 6,705,645

INCOME

8,412,402 Dwelling Rents 8,612,350 8,850,150 9,128,150 9,428,150
93,313 Non-Dwelling Rents 101,850 101,850 101,850 101,850

1,782,226 HRA Subsidy Receivable 1,815,882 2,119,792 2,165,218 2,211,479

10,287,941 Total Income 10,530,082 11,071,792 11,395,218 11,741,479

EXPENDITURE

4,136,980 Negative Housing Revenue Account Subsidy Payable 4,174,669 4,660,294 4,829,377 4,999,295
19,808 Debt Management Costs 14,780 19,710 19,690 19,910
46,604 Increased Provision for Bad Debts 0 0 0 0

4,203,392 Total Expenditure 4,189,449 4,680,004 4,849,067 5,019,205

-891,449 Net Cost of HRA Services -228,278 12,197 -8,036 -16,629 

25,000 Gain or Loss on Sale of HRA Fixed Assets 0 0 0 0
0 Interest Payable and Similar Charges 0 0 0 0

36,038 Amortisation of Premiums & Discounts -7,650 -7,650 -7,650 -7,650 
-331,281 Interest and Investment Income -187,015 -295,000 -240,000 -190,000 
117,176 Pension Interest Cost and Expected Return on Assets 129,270 94,743 94,743 94,743

-1,044,516 (Surplus) / Deficit for the Year on HRA Services -293,673 -195,710 -160,943 -119,536 

-25,000 Gain or Loss on Sale of HRA Fixed Assets 0 0 0 0

-111,514 HRA Share of Contributions to / (from) the Pensions Reserve 53,524 -84,743 -84,743 -84,743 

Sums Directed by the Secretary of State to be Debited or Credited
to the HRA that are not Income or Expenditure in Accordance with

0 UK GAAP 0 0 0 0

833,316 Capital Expenditure Funded by the Housing Revenue Account 630,060 632,360 617,030 631,030

0 HRA Share of the Minimum Revenue Provision 0 0 0 0

-171,304 Transfer to / (from) Major Repairs Reserve -91,318 -292,250 -287,220 -283,830 

-165,900 Transfer to / (from) Housing Special Projects Reserve -80,000 0 0 0

-7,640 Transfer to / (from) Housing Carry Forward Budget Reserve -198,010 0 0 0

-692,558 (Increase) / Decrease in the Housing Revenue Account 20,583 59,657 84,124 142,921

-1,215,579 Housing Revenue Account Balance Brought Forward -1,908,137 -1,887,554 -1,827,897 -1,743,773 

-1,908,137 Housing Revenue Account Carried Forward -1,887,554 -1,827,897 -1,743,773 -1,600,852 
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Appendix 2SOCIAL BOARD - HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURE

2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    

1,975,165 TotEmployees 2,153,950 2,174,070 2,257,310 2,336,850

1,055,810 TotPremises 1,242,590 1,250,310 1,258,950 1,286,390

619,642 TotSupplies & Services 1,004,255 697,545 698,795 705,085

275,314 TotThird Party Payments 372,510 329,350 336,660 344,190

1,101,816 TotCentral Establishment Charges (CEC) 1,090,400 1,404,030 1,428,660 1,470,450

1,953,529 TotCapital Financing Costs 1,907,200 2,147,480 2,176,460 2,207,520

6,981,276 Gross Expenditure 7,770,905 8,002,785 8,156,835 8,350,485

-517,558 CECEC Recharge Income -532,920 -767,380 -785,970 -811,010
-1,270,618 TotOther Income -1,125,630 -831,420 -832,750 -833,830

-1,788,176 Gross Income -1,658,550 -1,598,800 -1,618,720 -1,644,840

5,193,100 Net Expenditure 6,112,355 6,403,985 6,538,115 6,705,645

HRA 1
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Appendix 2SOCIAL BOARD - HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURE

2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011
ACTUAL PAGE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN NUMBER APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    

176,611 Warden Schemes HRA 3 302,010 359,580 379,390 397,980

1,608,766 Housing Repairs HRA 4 2,346,497 2,186,065 2,221,445 2,286,815

0 Sale of Council Houses - Admin. HRA 5 0 0 0 0

3,213,666 Housing General Management HRA 6 3,285,828 3,627,020 3,695,880 3,769,910

33,532 Hostels HRA 7 14,560 25,370 28,300 31,320

160,525 Special Management HRA 8 163,460 205,950 213,100 219,620

5,193,100 6,112,355 6,403,985 6,538,115 6,705,645

HRA 2
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Appendix 2

S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 Comments
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    

WARDEN SCHEMES

Expenditure

356,682 Employees (1) 398,230 409,840 424,810 438,600 (1)

92,980 Premises (2) 82,330 102,780 105,340 108,010
(2)

165,375 Supplies & Services (3) 225,850 221,430 221,430 221,430

26,324 Third Party Payments 25,820 25,820 25,820 25,820

66,030 Central Establishment Charges (4) 59,390 71,990 74,270 76,400 (3)

34,364 Capital Financing Costs (5) 28,340 38,170 38,170 38,170
(4)

741,755 Total Expenditure 819,960 870,030 889,840 908,430

Income
-24,080 Fees & Charges (6) -32,150 -18,650 -18,650 -18,650

-3,352 Laundry Income -4,500 -3,500 -3,500 -3,500
-4,463 Hire of Centres (6) -4,500 -11,500 -11,500 -11,500

-533,249 Recharge to General Fund (7) -476,800 -476,800 -476,800 -476,800 (5)

-565,144 Total Income -517,950 -510,450 -510,450 -510,450
(6)

176,611 Net Expenditure 302,010 359,580 379,390 397,980

(7)

This page covers the Warden Support to elderly residents in 
sheltered accommodation and the management of the 
Community Centres.

2006/07 saw a number of vacancies, the 2008/09 budget is 
based on a revised structure.

There were a number of urgent repairs to the centres in 
2006/07. The 2008/09 budget has increased to take in to 
account revised insurance charges based on the value of the 
buildings.

The increase from 2006/07 to 2007/08 anticipates the full use 
of the Tenants Protection budget. 

The decrease from 2006/07 to 2007/08 is from trading unit 
balances allocated at year end. The increases for 2008/09 
reflect increased recharges from Housing Management, 
Central Admin and Exchequer from the reallocation of officer 
time and the impact of the cost of the Customer Contact 
Centre on services.

The increase in 2007/08 is due to the revaluation of the 
properties.

From 2006/07 to 2007/08 Fees & Charges have reduced due 
to the number of Lifeline Users, new recharges to NYCC have 
seen an increase in the Hire of Centres.
In 2006/07 unexpected extra Supporting People Grant was 
received.

HRA 3
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Appendix 2

S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 Comments
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED This page shows the costs of maintaining the housing stock.
£    £    £    £    £    

HOUSING REPAIRS (1)

Expenditure
(2)

1,096,981 Employees (1) 1,220,142 1,191,570 1,235,740 1,281,980

701,894 Premises (2) 915,220 858,180 854,370 869,780
(3)

186,465 Supplies & Services (3) 404,445 164,065 164,575 170,095

248,990 Third Party Payments (4) 346,690 303,530 310,840 318,370

315,203 Central Establishment Charges (5) 329,470 363,190 363,560 373,530 (4)

14,188 Capital Financing Costs 12,100 8,950 8,950 8,950

2,563,721 Total Expenditure 3,228,067 2,889,485 2,938,035 3,022,705

Income (5)
-450,460 CEC Recharge (6) -476,550 -562,570 -575,170 -593,860
-192,627 Property Repairs (7) -20,000 -20,000 -20,000 -20,000
-105,215 Transport (8) -114,800 -70,850 -71,420 -72,030

-46,367 Skip Hire (8) -81,910 0 0 0
-15,025 Housing Associations (8) -30,000 0 0 0 (6)
-58,402 Non Hsg Council Work (9) -61,500 -50,000 -50,000 -50,000
-86,859 Septic Tanks (8) -96,810 0 0 0 (7)

-954,955 Total Income -881,570 -703,420 -716,590 -735,890
(8)

1,608,766 Net Expenditure 2,346,497 2,186,065 2,221,445 2,286,815
(9) This budget reduces due to lack of demand for services.

This is from a reallocation of repairs management costs, in 
particular to Housing Management.
Internal repairs recharge income is not budgeted because of 
the volatility of the amount of work involved.

2006/07 had a number of vacancies, late 2007/08 sees the 
introduction of a new structure.

2006/07 saw a number of underspends due to contractors not 
being in place to deliver the service, coupled with vacancies. 
2007/08 starts to see this work caught up.

2007/08 includes costs for new software upgrades. In 2006/07 
there were a number of underspends on services through staff 
shortages. In 2008/09 the Skip Hire and the Septic Tank 
Services cease.

Third Party Payments are for the use of Sub-Contractors. 
There has been greater reliance on them for specialist skills 
for 2007/08 due to staff shortages and the backlog of work. 
The new structure will address these issues and therefore 
future savings are anticipated in this area.

2008/09 sees the removal of the Skip, Septic Tank and 
Housing Association Services, reuslting in reduced transport 

CEC recharges are increasing from 2008/09 due to the 
introduction of the new Customer Contact Centre and an 
increase in the management arrangements for Housing 
Services.

HRA 4
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Appendix 2

S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 Comments
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    

SALE OF COUNCIL HOUSES - ADMIN

Expenditure
(1)

3,372 Supplies & Services (1) 10,610 3,500 3,500 3,500

70,470 Central Establishment Charges (2) 60,270 51,840 52,600 53,070
(2)

73,842 Total Expenditure 70,880 55,340 56,100 56,570

Income
-73,842 Contributions (3) -70,880 -55,340 -56,100 -56,570 (3)
-73,842 Total Income -70,880 -55,340 -56,100 -56,570

0 Net Expenditure 0 0 0 0

Due to the low number of dwelling sales, there has been a 
reduction in the number of valuations. The budget for 2008/09 
has been amended to reflect this.

This page shows the costs of administering the right to buy 
scheme. 

2006/07 includes year end trading unit balance recharges. 
2007/08 and 2008/09 sees the reallocation of officer time 
reflected in the demand for the service.

The decrease in recharge income reflects the decrease in 
costs. The contribution is from the actual capital receipt for the 
sale of the dwelling.

HRA 5
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Appendix 2
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 Comments
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    

HOUSING GENERAL MANAGEMENT 

Expenditure
(1)

494,998 Employees (1) 508,978 545,020 568,060 586,490

49,137 Premises 49,960 51,230 52,750 54,320
(2)

260,756 Supplies & Services (2) 359,320 304,520 305,260 306,030

639,593 Central Establishment Charges (3) 628,670 894,010 914,580 943,130

1,885,327 Capital Financing Costs (4) 1,847,970 2,079,750 2,108,730 2,139,790
(3)

3,329,811 Total Expenditure 3,394,898 3,874,530 3,949,380 4,029,760

Income
-67,098 CEC Recharge Income (5) -56,370 -204,810 -210,800 -217,150 (4)
-10,000 Contributions (6) -10,000 0 0 0
-22,607 Rents -24,000 -24,000 -24,000 -24,000
-16,440 Other Income -18,700 -18,700 -18,700 -18,700 (5)

-116,145 Total Income -109,070 -247,510 -253,500 -259,850

3,213,666 Net Expenditure 3,285,828 3,627,020 3,695,880 3,769,910

(6)

The 2008/09 increase is from the Customer Contact Centre. 
Property services have also revisited the allocation of their 
recharges. 

The capital charge increase is from the revaluation of council 
dwellings.

For 2008/09 there are increased charges to the General Fund 
to support the Homelessness function, Property Services 
support, Hostels and the Warden service. Housing services 
have done a detailed analysis of where their costs should be 
allocated and recharges have been amended accordingly.

From 2008/09 the contribution from the General Fund to the 
HRA will cease. This has occurred as a result of the increased 
recharge to the General Fund for homelessness support.

Budget was carried forward from 2006/07 to 2007/08 for the 
delay in upgrading the Comino system. Underspends in the 
General Fund in 2006/07 on Audit Fees, Bank Charges and 
Pension costs resulted in savings for the HRA. 2008/09 sees 
a reduction in costs from a number of savings. 

The increase in budget from 2007/08 to 2008/09 reflects the 
increase in budget for pay awards, superannuation and 
increments for a full structure.

This page covers the Management and Administration of 
Housing Services.

HRA 6
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Appendix 2
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 Comments
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    

HOSTELS

Expenditure
(1)

26,504 Employees 26,600 27,640 28,700 29,780

52,189 Premises (1) 34,320 34,030 35,270 36,570
(2)

3,674 Supplies & Services 4,030 4,030 4,030 4,030

9,450 Central Establishment Charges (2) 9,700 20,940 21,570 22,210
(3)

19,650 Capital Financing Costs 18,790 20,610 20,610 20,610

111,467 Total Expenditure 93,440 107,250 110,180 113,200 (4)

Income
-54,092 Rents (3) -48,000 -51,000 -51,000 -51,000
-17,819 Recharge to General Fund (4) -24,580 -24,580 -24,580 -24,580

-6,024 Other Income -6,300 -6,300 -6,300 -6,300
-77,935 Total Income -78,880 -81,880 -81,880 -81,880

33,532 Net Expenditure 14,560 25,370 28,300 31,320

This page covers the running of Ousegate and Edgerton 
Lodge Homeless Hostels.

The increase in recharges for 2007/08 is from the reallocation 
of Housing Management support as a result of detailed 
analysis of where their costs should be allocated. 

The hostels were at full capacity during 2006/07, this is not 
anticipated for 2007/08.

The recharge to General Fund is part of the Supporting 
People Grant for the support of the homeleness function. The 
amout of grant utilised within the hostels will depend on a 
proportion of reclaimable costs incurred.

2006/07 had additional repairs and maintenance costs 
incurred due to damage caused by residents at Ousegate 
Hostel plus the replacement of furniture and carpets.

HRA 7
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Appendix 2
S.D.C. ESTIMATE WORKING PAPER
BOARD            SOCIAL - HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 Comments
ACTUAL NARRATIVE LATEST BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET

OUTTURN APPROVED
£    £    £    £    £    

HOUSING SPECIAL MANAGEMENT

Expenditure
(1)

159,610 Premises (1) 160,760 204,090 211,220 217,710

1,070 Central Establishment Charges 2,900 2,060 2,080 2,110

0 Capital Financing Costs 0 0 0 0

160,680 Total Expenditure 163,660 206,150 213,300 219,820

Income
-155 Other Income -200 -200 -200 -200
-155 Total Income -200 -200 -200 -200

160,525 Net Expenditure 163,460 205,950 213,100 219,620

This page covers the management of grassed areas and open 
spaces, pumping stations and communal lighting

2008/09 sees a £40k increase in the grounds maintenance 
contract for the upkeep of grassed areas and open spaces. 
The increase has arisen from the commencement of a new 
contract and the reallocation of the costs of the contract which 
sees the HRA pay for grounds maintenance on areas it should 
have been paying for previously.

HRA 8
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Agenda Item No:11 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Housing Revenue Account Revenue Bids 2008/09 – 

2010/11 
  
To: Social Board  
  
Date: 08 January 2008 
  
Service Area: Housing Services  
  
Author: Accountancy Services 
  
Presented by: Karen Iveson – Head of Service – Finance & 

Central Services 
  
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 To enable councillors to consider the revenue bids for 2008/09 – 2010/11. 
  
  
2 Recommendations: 
  
2.1 That councillors indicate which bids they support and recommend to 

the meeting of Council on 12 February 2008. 
  
  
3 Executive Summary 
  
3.1 
 
 

This report covers the bids submitted by budget officers for additional 
revenue funds in the 2008/09 – 2010/11 financial years.  The cost of these 
requests is £51,950 in 2008/09, £8,850 in 2009/10 and £8,910 in 2010/11.  In 
the light of the forecast overall budget pressures councillors are asked to 
indicate which bids they support. 
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4 The Report 
  
4.1 As part of the budget process, officers are given the opportunity to identify 

bids for funding over and above their normal year-on-year base budget.  The 
bids have arisen as a result of corporate council initiatives, consultation, 
changes in government legislation and section improvement plans. 

  
4.2 A list of proposed revenue bids for the Board is attached as Appendix 1.  To 

aid councillors in their consideration, wherever possible, the bids have been 
categorised by officers.  The categories are: - 
 
Category A – Statutory. 
Category B – Essential to maintain the existing level of service. 
Category C – Vulnerable Services. 
Category D – State of the Area Address Initiative. 
Category E – Section improvement plan initiative. 
Category F – New Service. 

  
4.3 To further assist councillors, the bids have been placed in preferred priority 

order within each category. 
  
4.4 In the light of the forecast budget pressures, councillors are asked to 

consider all the bids shown in the appendix and indicate which bids they 
support and recommend to Council for consideration in the budget. 

  
  
5 Financial Implications 
  
5.1 The financial implications of accepting all the bids are summarised in the 

table below. 
  
  2008/09 

£ 
2009/10 

£ 
2010/11 

£ 
Revenue 51,900 8,850 8,910 
Total 51,900 8,850 8,910  

  
6 Conclusions 
  
6.1 Affordability of bids is subject to the affordability of the overall Housing 

Revenue Account budget package. 
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7 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
7.1 The budget process works with all Strategic Themes. 
  
  
  
  
8 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
8.1 The budget process works with all Council Priorities. 
  
  
9 Impact on Corporate Policies 
  
9.1 Service Improvement 

 
Impact 

 Effective financial management helps to ensure that the Council is aiming for 
continuous improvement as demanded by the principles of Best Value. 
 

9.2 Equalities 
 

No Impact  
9.3 Community Safety and Crime 

 
No Impact 

9.4 Procurement 
 

No Impact  
9.5 Risk Management 

 
Impact  

 This report helps to ensure the reduction of risks arising from spending 
outside of delegated powers and enabling an accurate, realistic and 
manageable budget. All bids carry a risk assessment. 
 

9.6 Sustainability 
 

No Impact  
9.7 Value for Money 

 
Impact  

 The approval of revenue and capital bids assists in the process of enabling 
the Council to deliver its services effectively and efficiently. 

  

  

10 Background Papers 

  
10.1 Accountancy budget working papers.  
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APPENDIX 1

SOCIAL BOARD - REVENUE BIDS (HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT)

Head of 
Service Nature Of Bid  2008/9  2009/10  2010/11  Risk Purpose / Justification

 One-
off/Perm

/Fixed 

 £  £  £ 
Category A

HS

Solid Fuel Servicing & Chimney Sweeping. 
Supplement to revenue budget to cover extra 
repairs in the first 2 years after re-
establishing full servicing programme.

40,000 7,000 7,000

 Failure to fund & carry out necessary 
Solid Fuel Servicing & Chimney 
Sweeping could result in court action & 
claims against SDC in the event of an 
incident. 

The partial re-introduction of Solid Fuel 
Servicing in 2006/07 after a gap of some 
years was a major step towards ensuring 
that the health & safety of SDC tenants was 
not put at risk by fumes resulting from 
inadequately maintained solid fuel 
appliances & upswept chimney flues. This 
extra funding is to cover the backlog of 
repairs, so that the programme can be 
delivered in full. 

F

Category B

HS Request for 6 PDA units for Area Housing 
Officers 3,900 1,850 1,910  Failure to improve existing delivery of 

service 

To align the frontline customer focused 
service to the new Property Services 
restructure fostering a culture of 
accountability and ownership.

P

HS
To action recommendations from the 
Edgerton Lodge (homeless hostel) energy 
efficiency and renewable energy review.

8,000 0 0
 Impact on current utility budgets, poor 
delivery of service, potential litigation and 
increased negative media cover. 

Replace non-efficient appliances, install new 
time controls to  units for heating and 
lighting, install motion sensors in low use 
common areas and install new loft insulation. 
Will lead to utility savings, SDC champion 
reduction in greenhouse gases, improved 
living conditions.

O

Total HRA - Revenue Bids 51,900       8,850         8,910         

Head of Service
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Agenda Item No: 12
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Housing Rents & Miscellaneous Charges 2008/09 
  
To: Social Board 
  
Date: 8 January 2008 
  
Service Area: Housing Services 
  
Author: Kevin Ross – Principal Accountant 
  
Presented by: Karen Iveson – Head of Service, Finance & Central 

Services 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 To present councillors with information in respect of rent levels, to enable 

consideration to be given to miscellaneous charge levels within the Housing Revenue 
Account for 2007/08, to consider increasing the weekly heating and lighting charges at 
both Edgerton Lodge and Ousegate Lodge. 

  
2 Recommendations: 
  
2.1 That councillors review the proposal for the rent level increase for 2008/09.  
  
2.2 Consider proposals for levels of miscellaneous charges for 2008/09. 
  
2.3 Consider an appropriate charge for the use of garage and garden plots. 
  
2.4 To agree to an increase in the weekly heating and lighting charges at the two 

hostels in line with the Work and Pensions guidelines to charge £9.25 or £15.45 
(depending upon unit size) per week for the financial year 2007/08. 

  
3 Executive Summary 
  
3.1 This report provides information to enable councillors to consider the level of any 

increases to miscellaneous charges, and to take action to produce a balanced 
Housing Revenue Account (HRA) for the 2008/09 financial year. 
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3.2 This report also provides information on the estimated average rent for the remainder 
of the rent-restructuring transitional period, and proposals for extending the 
transitional period to 2016/17. As a consequence of the Department for Communities 
& Local Government’s (DCLG) instruction for a 5% cap on the increase on actual 
rents chargeable for 2006/07 and 2007/08, the gap between actual and formula rents 
has increased. 

  
3.3 The report asks councillors to consider and agree to increase the heating and lighting 

charges at the two hostels commencing the 1 February 2008. 
  
3.4 The request is made as the weekly heating and lighting charges have not been 

increased since the 3 February 2003 to £6.00 (bedsit), £7.00 (one bed) or £9.00 
(family unit) per week.  This impacts significantly on existing utility budgets for both 
hostels.  

  
4 The Report 
  
 Housing Rents 
  
4.1 2008/09 will be the seventh year of the ten-year transitional period during which actual 

rents are moving towards formula (target) rent levels under the rent-restructuring 
scheme. 

  
4.2 2006/07 saw changes to the formula (target) rent calculation for each dwelling in an 

effort to reduce the gap between actual rent and formula rent. 
  
4.3 Ministers applied restrictions when setting rents. Average rents set for 2006/07 were 

not greater than 5% of 2005/06 rents. For 2007/08 there was a maximum 5% increase 
cap, but on individual dwellings. There was also flexibility to reduce rents by a 
maximum 5% for those dwellings exceeding formula. 

  
4.4 The 2008/09 draft housing subsidy determination proposes extending the transitional 

period for rent restructuring from 2011/12 to 2016/17. The extension of the 
convergence date is to soften the stepped increase in rents. The maximum 5% cap in 
2006/07 and 2007/08 has seen the gap grow between actual and formula rent 
resulting in a significant number of dwellings not meeting convergence. 

  
4.5 Ministers propose, solely for the purposes of calculating rents for 2008/09, to put back 

the date for rent convergence under rent restructuring to 2016/17. The likelihood is 
that this date will be reviewed for future determinations given that Ministers are 
considering the possibility of wider reform of the HRA system. 

  
4.6 For the purposes of setting a fair rent for tenants, the following table shows the impact 

of the new proposal, against the previous model (converge @ 2011/12) and for 
demonstration purposes the effects of capping individual rent increases at 6%, 5.5% 
and 5%. 

  
4.7 The 2007/08 average rent set on a 48 week basis is £57.93.  
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Rent options on a 48 week basis 
 

 
 

Year 
 

 Proposed 
Method 

Previous 
Method 

6% Cap 5.5% Cap 5% Cap 

       
2008/09 Ave Rent £ 61.99 62.17 61.19 60.98 60.74 
 % Increase 7.1 7.3 5.7 5.4 4.9 
       
2009/10 Ave Rent £ 65.25 65.74 64.34 64.01 63.60 
 % Increase 5.3 5.7 5.1 5.0 4.7 
       
2010/11 Ave Rent £ 68.36 69.32 67.39 66.99 66.47 
 % Increase 4.8 5.4 4.7 4.7 4.5 
       
2011/12 Ave Rent £ 71.50 73.01 70.52 70.01 69.39 
 % Increase 4.6 5.3 4.6 4.5 4.4 
       
2012/13 Ave Rent £ 74.70 - 73.74 73.15 72.41 
 % Increase 4.5 - 4.6 4.5 4.3 
       
2013/14 Ave Rent £ 77.99 - 77.07 76.41 75.53 
 % Increase 4.4 - 4.5 4.5 4.3 
       
2014/15 Ave Rent £ 81.41 - 80.54 79.81 78.79 
 % Increase 4.4 - 4.5 4.4 4.3 
       
2015/16 Ave Rent £ 84.95 - 84.13 83.33 82.17 
 % Increase 4.4 - 4.5 4.4 4.3 
       
2016/17 Ave Rent £ 88.64 - 87.86 87.00 85.69 
 % Increase 4.3 - 4.4 4.4 4.3 
       
Number of dwellings 
not converging 

 
141 

 
1,538 

 
688 

 
999 

 
1,373 

       
By more than 5% 83 921 269 597 910  

 
 
 
 

 
 

4.8 The proposed method applies only for 2008/09; rent increases by a maximum 
increase of Retail Price Index (RPI) + ½% + £2 per week for the remaining nine years 
of the rent-restructuring transitional period. At the moment it is unclear as to what will 
happen for 2009/10, whether this method continues or new formulae applied. 

  
4.9 For demonstration purposes, a £50 per week rent increases by the maximum increase 

allowable in relation to formula rent of RPI + ½% + £2 per week will give a new weekly 
rent of £54.20 equating to an increase of £4.20 and 8.4%  
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 Miscellaneous Charges 
  
4.10 The following table shows the current miscellaneous charges and the effect of an 

inflationary increase of 3.9% (the RPI figure used by the DCLG in their rent 
restructuring calculations). 

  
 Current 

Charge £ 
Proposed 
Charge £ 

 
Garages – Per week 
 
Business use of dwellings 
 
Guest Room at Sheltered Accommodation 

- Per Night 
- Per Week 

 
Community Centres – per hour 

 
5.70 

 
30.75 

 
 

12.45 
49.85 

 
6.85 

 
 

 
5.90

31.95

12.95
51.80

7.10

 
  
 Garden / Garage Plots 
  
4.11 The Council currently have approximately 112 garage and garden plots available for 

rent. The current annual charge is £11 per annum. This price has not been increased 
since 1992. Although the amounts of income are small these plots should follow 
annual increases in line with those of the miscellaneous charges from 2009/10 
onwards.  

  
4.12 An appropriate charge needs to be set for 2008/09 considering the lack of annual 

increase. An extra £1 will generate £112 additional income; £2 equates to £226, £3 
and £336, £4 and £448 etc. 

  
 Hostel Heating & Lighting Charges 
  
4.13 In the financial year 2004/05 annual budget allocations for electricity and gas for both 

the hostels totalled £9,150. The spend was £10,536.  In 2005/06 the allocated budget 
was £9,300, the actual spend was £10,435. In 2006/07 the budget allocation was 
£11,300 and the actual spend was £20,716 

  
4.14 Latest guidance from the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) confirms that they 

believe it is reasonable to increase the 2006/07 charges from £7.15 per week to £9.25 
per week for bedsits and from £11.90 to £15.45 for any larger units for 2007/08. This 
constitutes a 30% increase. 
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4.15 In line with the above guidance provided by DWP, a rise from £6.00 per week for 
bedsits to £9.25 per week (54%) increase is appropriate. Any units larger than a 
bedsit would see an increase from £7.00 or £9.00 to £15.45 per week (207% or 72% 
respectively). The proposed new weekly charge of £9.25 or £15.45 also factors in that 
there has not been an increase in the Heating and Lighting charges since 2003. 

  
4.16 This increase in the heating and lighting charge will not cover the total utility 

cost at the hostels. The DWP prices are based on what is considered 
affordable to residents. Any charge over this limit is likely not to be recovered. 

  
5 Financial Implications 
  
5.1 Table 1 shows the estimated rent income as a result of the proposed rent increase 

after taking in to account potential sales and voids. The rent income proposals have 
not been included within the HRA budget estimates. The budgeted rent is a cautious 
estimate based on 2007/08 rent levels, this figure has been included within the HRA 
budget report on this agenda. 

  
 Table 1 
 Year 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 

Estimated Rent (proposed method) £9,200,000 £9,600,000 £9,975,000
Budgeted Rent (HRA budget report) £8,850,150 £9,128,150 £9,428,150
Difference £349,850 £471,850 £546,850  

  
  
5.2 Table 2 shows the impact on the budget from the increase in heating & lighting 

charges. During 2006/07 £5,529 was collected. 
  
 Based on 100% capacity and full collection, the amount collected would be (assume 

3% increase for 2009/10 & 2010/11. 
  
 Table 2 
 Year 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 

Heat & Light Income £12,520 £12,895 £13,280  
  
5.3 Table 3 illustrates the amount of additional income that will be received from the 

approved increases in miscellaneous charges. 2009/10 & 2010/11 assume a 3% 
increase. 

  
 Table 3 
 Year 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 

Additional Income £3,830 £3,945 £4,065  
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6 Conclusions 
  
6.1 Under rent restructuring regulations the Authority is obliged to increase average rents 

year on year to meet formula (target) rent. The government dictate the level of rent 
increase.  

  
6.2 Proposed rents have been calculated following the 2008/09 draft determination. The 

final version will not be available until 14 January 2008. There may or may not be 
changes to the proposed extension of rent restructuring.  

  
6.3 As there has been no increase in the heating and lighting charges since February 

2003 it is appropriate that Housing Services increase the weekly charge from the 
current £6.00, £7.00 or £9.00 per week in line with the DWP guidelines to £9.25 or 
£15.45 per week respectively. This will enable Housing Services to effectively manage 
existing designated budgets, provide value for money and influence budget streams. 

  
6.4 Evidence shows that if Selby District Council fails to increase the heating and lighting 

charges, utility budgets for gas and electricity will continue to be overspent at both 
hostels.  This is not providing value for money and not making best use of resources. 

  
6.5 Garden / Garage plot rent charges have not been increased since 1992. An 

appropriate rent level needs to be set for 2008/09. although the amounts of income is 
small, it is still a loss of revenue to the HRA. 
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7 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
7.1 The budget process supports all of the Council’s strategic themes. 
  
8 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
8.1 The budget process supports all of the Council’s Priorities. 
  
9 Impact on Corporate Policies 
  
 Service Improvement 

 
Impact 

 Effective financial management helps to ensure that the Council is aiming for 
continuous improvement as demanded by the principles of Best Value 
 

9.2 Equalities 
 

No Impact  
  
9.3 Community Safety and Crime 

 
No Impact 

 There is no direct impact although funding resources are made available 
within the programme towards crime prevention schemes.   
 

9.4 Procurement 
 

No Impact  
 Expenditure on the capital programme is undertaken with the guidelines set 

out in the Council’s Procurement Procedure Rules and also the Procurement 
Strategy. 
 

9.5 Risk Management 
 

Impact 

 A key aspect of the Council’s approach to budgeting is a risk management 
assessment, which is carried out throughout the budget process.  This report 
helps to ensure the reduction of risks arising from spending outside of 
delegated powers and enabling an accurate, realistic and manageable 
budget. 
 

9.6 Sustainability 
 

No Impact  
  
9.7 Value for Money 

 
No Impact  

  
  

10 Background Papers 

  
10.1 Accountancy budget working papers. 
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Agenda Item No:13 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Supporting People Contract requirements 2007-08 
  
To: Social Board 
  
Date: 8 January 2008 
  
Service Area: Housing Services 
  
Author: Julia Jennison, Policy & Partnership Officer 
  
Presented by: Mark Steward, Head of Housing  
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 To make a recommendation for revised charges for the Selby Lifeline service 

in accordance with Supporting People (SP) contract requirements. 
  
2 Recommendation 
  
2.1 That councillors approve the revised charges set out in this report to 

take effect from 1 April 2008. 
  
3 Executive Summary 
  
3.1 
 
 
 

The Selby Older Persons Review in 2003 outlined a vision for integrated 
services, and in North Yorkshire, Selby was the first to move away from an 
accommodation-based service by offering choice to clients. 
 
Work is continuing with POPPS staff to provide an integrated service of 
health, housing, and social care.  
 

3.2 
 
 

The Supporting People service specification for 2007-08 includes - 
 

• A 24/7 response to emergency Lifeline calls. 
• A 2-tier service for older people giving a high and low intervention, 

outlined below. 
 
Both tiers of service would continue in conjunction with the Lifeline, and 
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continuing £12.70 per month clients will also be offered the new service. 
 

3.3 In order to meet Supporting People requirements, the charge would be 
extended over 52 weeks rather than 48 weeks as current. 
 
The new charge rates would be as follows –  
 
Higher level service   £12.00 per week 
Lower level service    £ 5.99 per week 
 
These costs are set by Supporting People. 
 

3.4 It is proposed that letters to all clients be sent out following Council approval 
on 12 February 2008, week commencing 25th February 2008. 

  
4 The Report 
  
4.1 
 
 
 
4.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.3 

The Selby Older Persons Review in 2003 outlined a vision for integrated 
services, with a move from accommodation-based services to offer more 
choice to customers.  
 
In North Yorkshire, Selby offered Choice first, by separating the provision of 
accommodation from the housing support service. The £12.70 service was 
withdrawn in 2005 as part of the Best Value Review of Older Peoples 
Services and clients were given the option of taking up the £11.11 per week 
service. For those who did not wish to do so, it was agreed that the £12.70 
per month service be maintained for a period, and 190 clients took up this 
option at that time.  
 
Work is continuing with POPPS staff as part of the POPPS pilot which runs 
from April 2006-2008, to provide an integrated service of health, housing, 
and social care. This is not affected by this proposal to review charges. 
 

4.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.5 

The Supporting People service specification for 2007-08 includes the 
requirement for a number of service improvements –  
 

• A 24/7 response to emergency Lifeline calls, which POPPS have been 
able to assist with. Out-of-hours responses can be met by their own 
staff, in exchange for our own staff carrying out telephone monitoring 
work for them. 

 
• A 2-tier service for older people giving a high and low intervention, 

which is outlined below, and proposed to begin in April 2008. 
 
In Craven, Hambleton, Ryedale, Richmond, and Scarborough these service 
improvements have already been introduced, with Harrogate implementing 
their changes from 31st December 2007. In Selby we are providing the 24/7 
response, but have negotiated for the revised 2-tier service to take effect 
from April 2008. 
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4.6 
 
 
4.7 
 
 
 
4.8 
 
 
 
4.9 

The higher-level service would be equivalent to Selby’s current £11.11 per 
week service, and would include weekly visits.  
 
The lower-level service will offer monitoring through the Lifeline, monthly 
visits and a bi-annual visit to check information about the client and the 
equipment. 
 
The existing £12.70 per month service only includes monitoring through the 
Lifeline, and a twice-yearly visit to check information about the client and the 
equipment itself. 
 
Both the proposed new services would continue in conjunction with the 
Lifeline, and service users already have ongoing assessments under current 
SP arrangements to confirm their level of need. 
 

4.10 
 
 
4.11 
 
 
 
4.12 
 
 
 
 
4.13 
 
 
 
 
 
4.14 
 
 
4.15 
 
 
 
4.16 
 
 
 
4.17 
 
 
 
 

Supporting People give guidance as to the level of charge that can be levied 
for these services, and work is now completed on calculating this.  
 
The charge period needed to be reviewed and brought into line with other 
support service charges. Historically, the 48-week charge period related to 
rent, and housing support services are no longer part of rental payments. 
 
The new charge rates would be as follows –  
 
Higher level service   £12.00 x 52 weeks =  £624.00 pa 
Lower level service    £ 5.99  x 52 weeks =  £311.48 pa 
 
The 143 remaining £12.70-per-month clients would be able to access the 
lower-need service if they wished to, and if it was appropriate to their needs. 
Subject to Social Board agreement, letters would be sent out to them too 
outlining their options as the £12.70 per month service will not be available 
after April 2008.  
 
This would be the first increase in charge for £11.11-clients since 2005, and 
the first for £12.70-clients since the late 1980s. 
 
There may be clients currently receiving the £11.11 service who are more 
suitable for the lower-level service, and it is likely that a high proportion of 
these would remain subsidised by Supporting People. 
 
For clients who currently fund the £12.70-per-month service themselves, 
there will be the opportunity in moving to the £5.99 per week service to 
access means tested assistance from Supporting People if appropriate. 
 
The revised 2-tier service can be made available more widely, and will be 
offered to existing sheltered housing residents who previously made the 
decision not to continue with the Lifeline service. Wider advertising could 
also make the service available to additional private sector clients. 
 

4.18 It is proposed that letters to all clients be sent out following Council approval 
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4.19 

on 12 February, week commencing 25 February. 
 
It is anticipated that the joint working we have been doing with the POPPS 
team will continue after April 2008, and discussions are continuing with 
partners including Supporting People to ensure continuity of service for 
clients 

  
5 Financial Implications 
  
5.1 
 
 
 
 
5.2 
 
 
5.3 
 
 
 
 
5.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.5 
 
 
 
5.6 

Based upon current Support Plans approx 70% of current users are 
estimated to continue to use the higher level of service they currently 
receive. This will allow the current service levels to be maintained, but may 
put pressure on the Supporting People Grant which is currently £411,875.  
 
The commissioning body wish to see an increase in those users accessing 
the new lower level service, to reduce the level of grant required. 
 
Since it is not possible to assess with certainty at this point the number of 
clients who will move to the £5.99 service, we need to monitor the shift of 
clients to ensure that expenditure is aligned with any change in income 
levels.  
 
To indicate the impact on income of customers switching from the current 
higher-level service to the lower level is outlined in the table below. 
 
% of Higher Level Clients (£12 per 
week) 

Reduction in income 

<60% £41,000 per annum 
<50 £71,000 per annum 

 
The risk of a deficit within the trading account due to significant variances in 
the number of service users will be shared between the provider and the 
commissioning body to mitigate the impact. 
 
A joint assessment will be made with Supporting People at the end of 
January 2008 to ensure that our current levels of income are protected and 
any deficit risks are shared and mitigated to stay within budget for the 2008/9 

  
6 Conclusions 
  
6.1 It is a requirement of the current Supporting People contract to offer a 

revised 2-tier service from April 2007 (amended to April 2008), within set- 
charge criteria, which we have outlined in this report. 

  
7 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
7.1 Relevant Strategic Themes contained in the 2006-2010 Corporate Plan are;  

• Putting customers first 
• Healthier communities 
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• Community safety 
• Making better use of resources 

  
8 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
8.1 Selby District Council’s Corporate priority projects for 2007-08 relevant to 

these proposals are; 
• Safer and stronger communities 
• Improving facilities for adults and older people, particularly in rural 

areas 
• Delivering an improving housing service 

  
9 Impact on Corporate Policies 
  
9.1 Service Improvement 

 
Impact 

 The existing Lifeline service will be improved to provide a tailored response to 
each individual client’s needs. 
 

9.2 Equalities 
 

Impact 

 Subject to an assessment of their need, clients will be able to opt for the 
revised service, which will remain open to the private sector as well. 
 

9.3 Community Safety and Crime 
 

Impact 

 Reducing social problems and empowering at risk groups to improve their 
own situation with specialist assistance. 
 

9.4 Procurement 
 

Impact  
 There is a requirement in the Supporting People contract from April 2007 to 

consider a 2 tier service as itemised above. 
 

9.5 Risk Management 
 

Impact 

 A new assessment will be completed for each client, and the service offered 
to them will be appropriate to their needs. 
 
The revised service must be provided as part of the Supporting People 
contract for 2007/08, and introduced on 1 April 2008. Failure to do so will 
result in the contract being withdrawn from Selby District Council and being 
re-tendered. 
 
The level of service users requiring financial assistance for the support 
service they are assessed to require, is greater than the existing Supporting 
People Grant available. 
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9.6 Sustainability 
 

Impact 

 Clients will be enabled to remain independent in their own homes as long as 
they wish, with a support service, which is able to meet their changing needs. 
 

9.7 Value for Money 
 

Impact  
 A current Lifeline client who only requires minimal cover through the Lifeline 

will now be able to do so at a reduced cost.  
 

10 Background Papers 
  
10.1 
 
10.2 
 
10.3 
 

Selby Best Value Review of Older Peoples Services 2003 
 
Selby District Interim Housing Strategy 2004-2005 
 
Selby District Housing Strategy Action Plan Update 2007-2010 
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Agenda Item No: 14 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: The Council’s Decent Homes Programme 
  
To: Social Board 
  
Date: 8th January 2008 
  
Service Area: Housing Services 
  
Author: Chris Furlong – Interim Property Services Manager 
  
Presented by: Mark Steward 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide councillors with an update report on 

the delivery of the Council’s Decent Homes programme. 
 

2 
 
2.1 

Recommendation: 
 
(i) that Councillors note the contents of the report  
 

  
3 
 
3.1 
 
 
 
3.2 

Executive Summary 
 
The delivery of the government’s Decent Homes target is a key priority for 
Housing Services and as such, is identified in the HRA Business Plan as 
approved by Social Board in November 2006. 
 
At the September meeting of Social Board, councillors approved a reporting 
framework for monitoring the delivery of the Decent Homes works. This report 
is the January update to councillors on progress. 
 

3.3 The first phase of work (to 19 properties) has now been completed and 
Property Services are planning the next phases of works with the contractors. 
 

  
 
 

 

 
 

1
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4 The Report 
  
4.1 Initial Phase of work 

 
The first phase of work commenced on the 17th September and was 
completed on the 30th November 2007. This involved work to 19 properties, 
including the installation of kitchens, which had formed part of the previous 
Decent Homes contract. There were 7 customers who refused the works. The 
work progressed much slower than expected. A major reason was that it was 
important to establish the specific quality standards and this took longer than 
anticipated.  

  
4.1.1 Customer Satisfaction (Appendices 7a and 7b) 

 
Appendix 7a is a copy of the customer satisfaction survey that is issued to 
customers on completion of the works. Appendix 7b is the analysis of the 
feedback from the first phase of work undertaken by Lovells. The detailed 
analysis does suggest that, in general, customers were satisfied with the work 
done in spite of the delays encountered. However, there was one complaint 
that is being investigated and the outcome will be reported to the meeting. 

  
4.1.2 Refusals in Phase 1 

 
There were 7 refusals on the initial phase of work (27%). The reasons for this 
were health concerns with 1 customer, and there are 6 customers who were 
elderly and did not want the disruption of the works. Clearly, this rate is too 
high and the Property Services team need to overcome the issues identified 
and minimise the levels of refusals. It is proposed to set a target level for 
refusals and incorporate this into the performance framework. This 
intervention will focus the team on reducing the levels of refusals. 

  
4.2 
 
4.2.1 

Stock Condition Surveys 
 
Stock condition surveys have been completed and the findings from the 
survey were used to inform the HRA Business Plan review that was 
submitted to and approved by Social Board at its meeting on the 4th 
December 2007. 
 

4.3 
 
4.3.1 

Target Costs 
 
The Contractors (Lovells and Hobson and Porter) are providing target costs 
for the next phases of work (Trailblazers 1 and 2 which are due to commence 
in January). The costs do need to be agreed by the Property Services team 
prior to the next phase of works commencing. 
 

4.4 
 
4.4.1 
 

Health check on the Project 
 
Below, there is a commentary on all of the attached appendices, which are 
used to monitor the progress of the Decent Homes programme. 
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4.4.2 
 
 
 

Programme Timeline (Appendix 1) 
 
The project is moving along in a structured, controlled manner.  There are key 
controls in place with a version-controlled timeline and implementation plan.  
There has been some slippage in the overall programme. The main reasons 
for this relate to the identification of quality standards in phase 1 and the 
development of target costs from the contractors. This is a key aspect of the 
project and is pivotal to the commencement of the next phases of work. The 
next phases of work are planned to commence in mid-to-late January.  It is 
anticipated that both contractors will be issued with a batch of works, which is 
sufficient to ensure that quality, and performance targets are achieved. In 
January, it is anticipated that the supply chain procurement will be 
incorporated into the DH contracts, which will lead to significant savings as 
the contract progresses. 
 

4.4.3 
 
 

Funding Resources (Appendix 2) 
 
The latest funding statement for the project, as at September 2007, is 
£9,860,156 (appendix 2). The situation remains unchanged from the report 
submitted in September. 
 

4.4.4 Expenditure and Spending Programmes (Appendix 3) 
 
 

 
The detailed analysis is based on the business plan expenditure profile as 
approved in November 2006. Following on from the recent Business Plan 
review at December 2007, the expenditure profile will be reviewed and 
contained in the next report to Social Board in February. 

  
4.4.5 Performance Framework (Appendix 4) 

 
 This appendix has been completed for the first time. It is clear the greatest 

concern was around the time taken to undertake works in the customers’ 
homes. This will be a key point of focus when the next phases of work 
commence. There has been some cost savings (average £765 per property) 
within the initial phase of works, which has resulted from close scrutiny of the 
commercial aspects of the work, and the actual works undertaken. The 
contractor has not submitted information on local employment and training to 
date. However, this information will be available for the next progress report. 

  
4.4.6 Project Risk Register (Appendix 5) 

 
There have been a number of revisions to the risk register and they are 
highlighted in bold at appendix 5. It has been reviewed following the Business 
Plan review undertaken in December 2007.  In addition, there has been a 
review of the level of risk associated with the high number of refusals 
encountered on the first phase of work. 

  
4.4.7 Project Opportunities and ideas (Appendix 6) 
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There have been no significant changes to this log. However, the proposed 
co-location of the contractors (item 1.0) is underway and is leading to 
excellent communication and joint working within the partnership with the 
added benefit of a potential saving of £200K on preliminaries. This saving will 
be realised over the next 3 years (the life of the project). It is intended that the 
savings will be re-invested into the Decent Homes programme. 

  
  
4.5 
 
4.5.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.5.2 

Next steps as reported to the last meeting of Social Board 
 
At the September meeting of Social Board, the following items were identified 
as the key next steps: - 
 
a) Agree a template report for monitoring progress (Completed) 
b) Completion of stock condition validation surveys (Completed) 
c) Base line review of Business Plan costs and assumptions (Completed) 
d) The commencement of works on Trailblazer phases 1 & 2. 
e) Deployment of an efficiency strategy for the project 
f) Deployment of a KPI strategy for the project (Completed) 
 
Items d and e have been delayed due to the issues identified in the report 
that relate to target costs and delays with the initial phase of work. They have 
been added to actions for January (identified at 4.5.2) 
 
The key steps for January are as follows: - 
a) Commencement of works with next phases undertaken by both 

contractors 
b) Incorporate the NHC procured supply chain 
c) Deployment of the efficiency strategy 

  
  
5 Financial Implications 
  
5.1 The current level of funding resources to support the delivery of the Decent 

Homes project to December 2010 is estimated to be £9,860,156. 
 
 

6 Conclusions 
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6.1 
 
 
 
6.2 

The importance of this project cannot be understated in terms of financial 
impact and the impact on customers. There are clear links to the quality of life 
and health of customers living in good quality accommodation.  
 
The project is now underway and there is good, solid progress being made. 
There have been some minor issues and delays. A great deal of effort is 
being spent on ensuring that the quality of work is at the highest level. This is 
normal with this type of project. It is important to review how those issues are 
dealt with and there have been excellent responses from all parties within the 
partnership. The contract is being very closely monitored and scrutinised. 
This approach ensures that very high standards are set early in the contracts. 

  
7 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
7.1 This report has links to the strategic themes of promoting prosperity and 

making better use of resources. 
  
8 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
9 Impact on Corporate Policies 

 
 This project is one of the most important priorities for Housing Services and 

will impact on all of the Council’s key priorities  
 
9.1 Service Improvement 

 
Impact 

 The project has been developed in line with Best Value principles and 
techniques. The opportunities log does ensure that innovation and service 
improvement will remain a point of focus throughout the project delivery 
 

9.2 Equalities Impact 
  

The Contractors have robust equalities policies in place already. However, the 
project will go further by ensuring that good practice techniques are adopted 
to ensure that all key client groups access the service. 
 

9.3 Community Safety and Crime Impact 
  

The improvement work does provide for improved security arrangements in 
customers homes through the adoption of secure by design standards. 
 

9.4 Procurement Impact 
 

 The succesful delivery of this project will ensure that there is a reduction in 
the amount of procurement in future through securing highly successful, long 
term contracts. This project does provide for the adoption of some examples 
of good practice, which can be reviewed and incorporated into future 
corporate procurement activity. 
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9.5 Risk Management Impact 
 

 A robust risk register has been established and will be under constant review 
to ensure that the project is successful. 
 

9.6 Sustainability Impact 
 

 The report proposals will contribute to the local economy through direct 
employment of operatives and the engagement of contractors as 
subcontractors. 

  
In addition, the project will review other opportunities to make a positive 
impact on the local community. 
 

9.7 Value for Money Impact 
 

 The procurement process adopted Best Value principles in evaluating the 
contractors. It is worth noting that the successful contractors were also the 
same contractors who submitted the lowest tenders. 
 
The project team is developing an efficiency plan and performance framework 
that will identify and monitor progress towards delivering an efficient, high 
quality, cost effective project. 
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Appendix 1 - Title: SDC Decent Homes Programme Date: 18/12/07
 v

#
Month                                            Activity

1 LHCP / SDC Feasibility
2 SDC Consultation with LHCP Contractors
3 SDC Evaluation of Consultation
4 SDC Procurement via LHCP
5 Evaluation of Procurement
6 Authorisation of Procurement Recommendation
7 Award from SDC to LHCP Contractors
8 Mobilisation of SDC Decent Homes Programme
9 Mobilisation Launch Meeting

10 Social Board Progress Reports
11 Programme Implementation Plan
12 Define Mobilisation Programme Budget
13 Secure / Deploy Mobilisation Project Resources
14 Appoint CDM Planning Coordinator
15 Develop Stock Condition Database
16 Update Stock Condition Database
17 Decent Homes Mobilisation Programme Workshop
18 Procure and deploy Survey Contractor
19 Pre-contract Meetings
20 Define Work Allocation Strategy
21 Allocate Trailblazer's
22 Develop SDC Governance for batched orders
23 Issue Authorisations to Proceed
24 Develop Target Costs for Trailblazers
25 Interim Business Plan Review
26 Business Plan Review based on Target Costs and Surveys
27 Develop Work Allocation Proposals
28 Consider Work Allocation Proposals
29 Refine Work Allocation Proposals
30 Agree Work Allocation Proposals
31 Formation and deployment of Partnering Groups
32 Deploy Efficiency Strategy
33 Deploy KPI Strategy
34 Incorpoare NHC Supply Chain
35 Decent Homes Programme Trailblazer # 1
36 Decent Homes Programme Trailblazer # 2
37 Decent Homes Programme Stream A
38 Mobilisation Decent Homes Programme Stream B
39 Decent Homes Programme Stream B

March '07 April '07
November 

'07
December 

'07
May '07 June '07 July '07 August '07

September 
'07

October '07 May '08 June '08January '08
February 

'08
March '08 April '08
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Appendix 2 - Funding Resources to support the HRA Decent Homes Programme

Resources

2007/08

Budget 
2007/08

Non Decent 
Homes 
Projects

Spent To 17 
July

Available 
07/08

 Estimate 
Available 

08/09

Estimate 
Available 

09/10

Estimate 
Available 

10/11
Total Funding 

Available
£ £ £ £ £ £

Borrowing 220,000 220,000 220,000 220,000 220,000 880,000

Revenue 995,600 -714,000 281,600 May need 200k each year to top up 281,600

Capital Receipts 677,777 -457,170 220,607 0 0 0 220,607

Disabled Facilities 120,000 -120,000 0 0

Regional Housing Pot 45,000 -45,000 0 0

Major Repairs Allowance Current Year 1,816,000 1,816,000 1,855,000 1,892,000 1,500,000 7,063,000

Major Repairs Allowance Prior Years 1,712,530 31,419 -329,000 1,414,949 1,414,949

Earmarked Reserves - 0 0

Housing Special Projects 0 0 0

TOTAL RESOURCES AVAILABLE 5,586,907 3,953,156 2,075,000 2,112,000 1,720,000 9,860,156
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Appendix 3 - SELBY DISTRICT COUNCIL Capital Decent Homes Programme to 2010

2007/8 2008/9 2009/10 Mar-Dec '10 Totals 2007-Dec'10
##### Homes ##### Homes ##### Homes ##### Homes $1,000 Homes

DH Criteria A & Misc 109    109    109    73      400       -           
Chimneys 17      90      17      90      17      90      12      67      63         337      
Roof Coverings 446    120    446    120    446    120    333    90      1,671    450      
Doors External 39      42      39      42      39      42      28      32      145       158      
Windows 119    50      119    50      119    50      89      36      446       186      
External Walls 375    88      375    88      375    88      283    69      1,408    333      
Electrical Wiring 330    143    330    143    330    143    247    109    1,237    538      
Central Heating new 169    57      169    57      169    57      125    41      632       212      
Boilers* inc. in CH -            -           
Kitchens 110    37      110    37      110    37      84      29      414       140      
Bathrooms 84      47      84      47      84      47      63      34      315       175      
Roof/Wall Insulation 1        5        1        5        1        5        0        3        2           18        
CH Distribution* -            -           
Tenant Allowances 108   108   108  80    404       -           

Total 1,907 1,907 1,907 1,417 7,137    

Additional Kitchens 373   127    373   127  373  127  281  94    1,400    475      

Total DH Programme 2,280 2,280 2,280 1,698 8,537    
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KPI MONTH vised TC - on Actual Variance
OVERALL PERFORMANCE TARGET
Overall Tenant Satisfaction - %
Complaints - Number 0 1 -1
Refusals as a % 20% 27% -7%
Time to complete properties (AGAINST TGT DAYS) 440 803 423
Number of open properties at period end 0 0 0
Properties Completed (handed over per period) 19 19 0
Number of Defects at Completion 0 0 0
Available Budget 197,343.85 197,343.85  0.00
Projected final sum 197,343.85 180,503.77  16,840.08
variance 0 16,840.08    -16,840.08
Ave Price / Property 8,970.18 8,204.72      765.46
Ave Price / Property  (excluding plelims) 6,488.62 5,723.16       765.46
Local Employees
Apprentices / ILM trg 0.00
Payments Received (as per agmt. Y/N) (3) 2 138,466.44 138,466.44
Notifiable Accidents (note below if any) 0 0 0.00

COMMENTS

1

2

Appendix 4 - SDC Capital Investment Programme
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS - Lovells Partnership Phase 1

Awaiting Lovell 
feedback

Note:  All information is based on original Target costs in comparison with the last valuation no. 2 with costs to date, as of 13th Dec 07..

The target days in properties has almost doubled, despite the ommission of 3 properties.

On initial glance it appears that Lovell has performed well on cost, reducing the target cost from £197,343.85 to £180,503.77 showing 
a saving of £16,840.08
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Appendix 5 Project Risks 

1.1 Top Risks and Main Risk Responses 

 
o Accept - The risk is of a nature that cannot be impacted upon or can be absorbed / best placed 

with Selby District Council. 
o Monitor – The risk is not yet sufficient to put in place effective steps to minimise the risk 

however the risk may increase with given factors and therefore must be monitored closely. 
o Mitigate – Put in place effective steps to minimise or neutralise the impact of the risk. 
o Escalate – Effective steps cannot be put in place to minimise or neutralise the impact of the risk 

and must be addressed by the Programme Board. 
 
 

5 
5 10 15 20 25

4 
4 8 12 16 20

3 
3 6 9 12 15
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1 
1 2 3 4 5

Likelihood  

  1 2 3 4 5 

Impact

Score Likelihood Impact 
1 Very Low (1-5) Negligible – Accept 
2 Low (6 –10) Marginal – Accept / 

Monitor 
3 Significant (11 -15) Medium – Monitor / 

Mitigate 
4 High (16 - 20) Critical – Monitor / 

Mitigate  
5 Very High (21 – 25) Catastrophic - 

Escalate 
 

 
 

ID RISK/SOURCE OF RISK RISK 
SCORE 

RISK RESPONSE 

1.0 Contractor resource issues 
following floods across the 
district overheating the 
construction industry. 

Revised 
from 6 to 3 

Monitor. Monitor weekly on site 
labour returns from each contractor 
and ensure progress to work 
programme. BR. 

2.0 Selby DC materials supply 
chain failure. 

8 Monitor. Monitor SLA’s and KPI’s. 
BR. 

3.0 Inaccurate stock condition 8 Monitor. Closely monitor and audit 
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data. ongoing Rand surveys. KH. 
4.0 Contractor recruits 

inappropriate staff for skills 
required to carry out works. 

8 Monitor. Through the KPI’s and 
progress meetings monitor 
contractor performance and 
correlate that to individual 
performance. BR. 

5.0 Quality issues. Some works 
done twice to achieve 
standard, (implications on 
cost and resources)  
Impact on above, Resources 
used to correct work. 
Possible delay in programme. 

4 Monitor. Ensure that the site 
inspection and property acceptance 
processes have adequate 
gateways to ensure that works are 
completed to the required quality. 
BR. 

6.0 Insufficient budget to deliver 
Governments DH Standard. 

Revised 
from 15 to 

8 

Mitigate. In pursuit of the Stock 
Condition Database and collation of 
Contractor Target Costs analyse 
the forecast cost of the works 
against the Business Plan. This 
does need close and constant 
monitoring. However, the recent 
Business Plan review did 
confirm that there is sufficient 
budget to deliver the Govt’s DH 
standard. 

7.0 Insufficient budget to deliver 
SDC's DH Standard. 

Revised 
from 15 to 

8 

Mitigate. In pursuit of the Stock 
Condition Database and collation of 
Contractor Target Costs analyse 
the forecast cost of the works 
against the Business Plan. This 
does need close and constant 
monitoring. However, the recent 
Business Plan review did 
confirm that there is sufficient 
budget to deliver the Govt’s DH 
standard. 

8.0 The implementation of the 
new structure (Loss of key 
SDC personnel, impact on 
the mobilisation process). 

10 Monitor. Closely monitor the 
implementation of the new structure 
and particularly the impact upon 
those SDC staff involved in the 
Decent Homes Mobilisation Project. 
CF. 

9.0 The implementation of the 
new IT system affecting the 
mobilisation. 

8 Monitor. Closely monitor the 
implementation of the new IT 
system and particularly the impact 
upon the Stock Condition Data 
relative to the Decent Homes 
Mobilisation Project. CF. 

10.0 Insufficient quality stock 
condition information. 

8 Monitor. Develop a version 
controlled Stock Condition 
Database that incorporates Rand, 
SDC and other source data to the 
very best version available. Then 
further develop the data through the 
deployment of Rand and maintain 
and version control the Stock 
Condition Database. CF / KH. 

11.0 Loss of non-SDC key 
personnel. 

9 Monitor. Source alternative 
consultants or advisors should 
existing providers depart the 
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Decent Homes Programme. CF. 
12.0 The outcome of the Option 

Appraisal on non-traditional 
stock. 

6 Monitor. Consider the output of the 
appraisal and consider the impact 
of the options upon the Decent 
Homes Programme. The recent 
BP review identified sufficient 
budget for this work to be 
incorporated into SDC’s 
investment plans. 

13.0 Customer perception of what 
the DH standard is. 

6 Mitigate. Prepare a concise and 
articulate statement of what SDC’s 
Decent Homes Standard. CF / TC. 

14.0 Reporting of KPI’s and 
programme performance not 
timely and problems are not 
detected early enough. 
Project Management control / 
correction cannot be initiated 
early enough. 

9 Mitigate. Prior to commencement 
of the Decent Homes Programme 
Trailblazers ensure that adequate 
provisions are in place to monitor 
Contractor performance. BR. 

15.0 Leeds CC does not maintain 
interest for long enough (i.e. 
change of personnel - or 
change of Leeds 
CC priorities). 

Revised 
from 9 to 6 

Monitor. Monitor LCC performance 
and ensure that key LCC 
stakeholders are still close to the 
programme. LMP. 

16.0 Application of NHC material 
supply agreement is found 
difficult to apply or 
contractors' enthusiasm 
wanes. 

8 Mitigate. Ensure that NHC 
resources are adequately deployed 
to drive through their framework 
solution. LMP. 

17.0 Contractors find pepper 
potting of works in villages 
difficult to plan economically. 

8 Mitigate. Ensure that Contractors 
are given every opportunity to 
shape the go-ahead programme to 
ensure maximum operational 
efficiency. LMP / BR. 

18.0 Carrying out whole house 
works for all elements in 
homes may not be practical in 
many cases.  We may need 
to retain the whole house in 
one hit as an ideal and be 
willing to compromise for 
good practical and economic 
reasons. 

8 Mitigate. Ensure that Contractors 
are given every opportunity to 
shape the go-ahead programme to 
ensure maximum operational 
efficiency. LMP / BR. 

19.0 In the past we have reduced 
tenant dissatisfaction by 
rationalising the works done 
in each street.  This often 
involves tough decisions.  
Systems need to be adequate 
to avoid doing too much to try 
to please tenant extra to 
Business Plan or not doing 
enough rationalisation and 
causing tenant dissatisfaction 
on fairness grounds. 

6 Mitigate. Analyse the Stock 
Condition Database and ensure 
that where specific rationalisation 
issues exist they are managed 
through the survey and work 
allocation process to obviate tenant 
satisfaction issues. KH. 

20.0 Refusals, possibly 
predominantly by elderly 
giving rise to failure to deliver 

Revise 
from 6 to 9 

Monitor. Closely monitor the 
number of refusals to properties 
through KPI framework issued to 
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economic modernisation (i.e. 
leaving un-modernised 
homes until they become 
void), and effectively 
discriminating against 
elderly.   Need a clear 
strategy for dealing with 
refusals, & KPI for monitoring 
refusals with analysis why 
refused. 

the Contractors. Investigate the root 
cause of refusals and anticipate 
causes in future batches of 
allocated works. There is some 
evidence form the initial phased 
of work that elderly customers 
are refusing the DH works. 
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Appendix 6 - Opportunities and Ideas Log 

o Potential – The opportunity has potential and should be explored with stakeholders. 
o Possible – The opportunity has been explored with stakeholders, agreed to be pursued but yet 

to be launched. 
o Likely – The opportunity has been launched and is on target to deliver its potential. 
o Secured – The opportunity has been launched  
 

ID OPPORTUNITY / IDEA POTENTIAL 
1.0 Use PSU facilities to house contractor 

staff and store materials and equipment. 
Potential. £200k saving from contractors 
preliminaries. LMP. 

2.0 Use SDC community centres across the 
district to house contractor tenant liaison 
officers and possible welfare facilities for 
tenants. 

Potential. Potential saving on preliminaries. 
BR. 

3.0 Install outstanding kitchens from last DH 
programme currently stored in SDC 
depot, as a pilot scheme. 

Potential. Early start on site with no delivery 
period. Assist with setting SDC quality 
standards. Alleviate customer dissatisfaction 
in homes where utility meters have been 
moved several months ago for works to 
progress. BR. 

4.0 Contractors to share resources where 
appropriate (e.g. TLO's, programming). 

Potential. Potential saving on preliminaries. 
LMP. 

5.0 At the outset agree and set SMART 
targets for performance, efficiencies, 
customer perception, local employment 
etc. 

Potential. Performance Framework set out at 
the earliest opportunity. Visibility of 
performance and improvement thereof. BR. 

6.0 Shared IT between all parties. Potential. Remove duplicity and ensure a 
more cohesive service delivery. LMP. 

7.0 Branding - Have a shared and unique 
image / logo that links to the partnership. 
An alternative would be to have "SDC 
working in partnership with Lovells /H & 
P" on vans, hi viz jackets etc 

Potential. Improved organisational / 
perception. Professional delivery. LMP. 

8.0 Develop a partnership website with useful 
information for all stakeholders (eg where 
customers can access information on 
their own property, staff/Councillors can 
view progress etc). 

Potential. Improved communications and 
perception. Professional delivery. LMP. 

9.0 KPI's via an online portal, which receives 
the data and calculates reports for 
contractor, project, benchmarking 
automatically. 

Potential. Improved visibility of performance. 
LMP. 

10.0 Similar proposals for monitoring progress 
of resources, work and £ against plan. 

Potential. Improved visibility of operational 
performance. LMP. 

11.0 In early pilot batch of homes - run 
competition for 'Best Modernised Home', 
Best Modernised Street, 'Best 
Modernisation Team' etc. Use the outputs 
for lessons learned & PR for rest of the 
programme (to help reduce refusals). 

Potential. Creation of a competitive 
environment and identify further area’s for 
improvement. LMP. 
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Appendix 7a - Customer Satisfaction Survey for Decent Homes Works

1. How satisfied were you with the information we sent you before work started?

2. Were you satisfied with the opportunities to be involved in planning the work to your home?

3. Were you satisfied with the choice of fittings, colours etc that you were given? (leave blank if not applicable)

4. Did the Contractor arrive on the date expected?

5. Were you satisfied that the Contractors staff, Tenant Liaison Officer and Workmen were polite and helpful?

6. How satisfied were you that your home was kept as clean and tidy as it could have been during the work?

7. Were you satisfied that the work was carried out safely at all times?

8. Were you satisfied with the quality of the workmanship?

9. Were you satisfied that we kept you informed and consulted about any delays in completing the work?

10. Bearing in mind how much work had to be done, how satisfied are you with the length of time it took?

11. If you had to report any problems after the work was finished, were you satisfied that they were put right quickly? (leave blank if not applicable)

12. Now that the work is finished are you satisfied that the disruption to your home was worth it?

13. Overall, how satisfied were you with the Selby DC and Contractor performance?
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Appendix 7b - Customer Satisfaction - Phase 1
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